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Believe it or not, some readers accuse this editor of sugar-coating the realities we face in our existential crisis on earth.
Well, not this time.
We’ve marched, we’ve engaged in clever demos, we’ve organized our little fingers off, we’ve postured and pouted, and still the number goes up and up.
Yeah, I’m talking climate change, 350 being the amount of carbon in the atmosphere which might keep climate change manageable.
For those who even a few short years ago thought it would only affect your
children and grandchildren (as if that made it better somehow), you were wrong.
It is here and now.
It is in the hearts of the
refugees from Syria. It is in
the empty bellies in Ethiopia.
In the heat-stroke victims of
India. In the smoke-filled air
of Siberia and Alberta. In the
storms, the floods, the rising
waters, the absent rains. It is
in the species whose songs
will be lost to the river of life
forever as their habitat changes and they cannot adapt.
That may, no, probably will, be true for billions of human beings too.
The last word belongs to Ralph Keeling, director of Scripps CO2 Group:
“The larger story remains that Earth hasn’t seen levels this high in at least several
million years. Unless fossil fuel emissions soon drop significantly below current
levels, I expect CO2 levels will surpass the 450 mark by around 2035 and the 500
mark around 2065.”
Delores Broten, Comox, BC, June 2016

At the ’Shed
People Powered Media! You did it! Your subscriptions made the difference
and the Watershed Sentinel has qualified for support from the Canadian Periodical Fund, which helps Canadian publications if – and only if – they have enough
paid circulation. Thank you.
Bundle Subscribers: The folks who buy a small bundle to leave at the doctor’s office or local coffee shop are helping twice – they provide paid circulation,
and introduce the magazine to new readers. It works: every issue we get calls
from new subscribers and we send a silent thanks to our bundle subscribers or
those who engage in active recycling by encouraging re-reading.
When you want your message to reach thousands of

concerned and active readers, please contact us for our ad
rate sheet: 250-339-6117 or editor@watershedsentinel.ca
www.watershedsentinel.ca

We acknowledge
the financial support
of the Government
of Canada.
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Cellphones and Cancer
An extensive US National Toxicology Program study has shown that
male rats exposed to Radio-Frequency (RF) radiation were significantly
more likely than unexposed rats to
develop a type of brain cancer called a
glioma. They also had a higher chance
of developing a rare, malignant tumor
known as a schwannoma of the heart.
The effect was not seen in females.
The radiation level the rats received was reportedly similar to what
humans are exposed to when they use
cellphones. As the intensity of the radiation increased, so did the incidence
of cancer in the rats. The researchers
wrote that the results “appear to support” the conclusion that RF radiation
may indeed be carcinogenic, but did
not say how their results might translate into cancer risk for humans.
—www.motherjones.com
May 27, 2016
Scotland Quits Coal
Scotland stopped generating electricity from coal for the first time in
more than 100 years when its Longannet power station switched off the last
of its four generating units in March.
Longannet was once the largest coal
power station in Europe.
Scottish Power said the station is
closing as maintenance and transmission costs have risen. The firm once
ran half a dozen coal-fired power stations but is now dependent on gas and
wind farms for generating electricity.
The Scottish government has outlined ambitious plans to meet 100 per
cent of demand for electricity from renewable supplies only by 2020.
—www.cnbc.com
March 24, 2016
Watershed Sentinel

Simon Q

Compiled by Claire Gilmore and Delores Broten

Avoid Splenda
The Center for Science in the
Public Interest (CSPI) has formally
recommended that consumers avoid
Sucralose (aka Splenda), following
a study published in January 2016 in
the International Journal of Occupational and Environmental Health.
The study found that mice who were
fed significant amounts of Sucralose
throughout their lives developed malignant blood cancers like leukaemia,
while those not fed Sucralose didn’t.
The CSPI rated Sucralose as
“safe” until as recently as 2013. This
is the first time they have urged consumers to avoid the sweetener altogether.
—ecowatch.com
March 28, 2016
Struggle in Honduras
In May, Honduran police arrested
several officers employed by Agua
Zarca Dam builder DESA and the
Honduran armed forces as suspects in
the murder of environmental activist
Berta Cáceres. Dutch financier FMO
has announced that it plans “to seek
a responsible and legal exit” from the
Agua Zarca Project. Finnfund, another financier, also plans to take this
step. At the same time, the situation
on the ground remains extremely dangerous for activists.
International Rivers and their
3

partners are calling on the Honduran
government to allow the Inter-American Human Rights Commission to
conduct an independent investigation
into the murder
—www.internationalrivers.org
May 9, 2016
EU Votes No to Glyphosate
European Union nations have
refused to back a limited extension
of the pesticide glyphosate’s use,
threatening withdrawal of Monsanto’s
Roundup and other weedkillers from
shelves if no decision is reached by
the end of June.
The EU executive, after failing to
win support in two earlier meetings
for renewal of the licence for glyphosate for up to 15 years, had offered a
limited 12-to-18 month extension to
allow time for further scientific study.
It hopes a study by the European Union’s Agency for Chemical Products
(ECHA) will allay health concerns
based on contradictory findings on
glyphosate’s carcinogenic risks.
To pass, the proposal needed the
support of member states representing 65% of the EU population. Seven
member states abstained from Monday’s vote, 20 backed the proposal and
one voted against, a German environment ministry spokeswoman said.
Germany was among those which
abstained from Monday’s vote. In
May, German chemicals group Bayer
offered $62 billion to buy Monsanto.
Germany’s Green Party has stated,
“The commission must stop continuing to try and force through the approval of glyphosate. Such a move
would raise major democratic concerns about the EU’s decision-making
process.”
—www.theguardian.com, June 6, 2016
Summer 2016
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Wheat Board

This opportunity is too important to miss. It will
do no good to sit by saying nothing, other than in private. It is now a time to do something, please.

I was especially interested in the story about the
Canadian Wheat Board. Members of my family were
among the founders of the CWB and believed it made
a real difference in the lives of farm families. It would
be nice to see someone held accountable for the effort
to destroy it.

Erik Anderson, Vancouver, BC

Freighters in the Salish Sea

Ruth Morton, Cowichan Bay, BC

Why would we want more freighters in our seas?
1) Given that many freighters bring us junk from
China that takes up temporary residency in our homes
only to be quickly thrown into landfills,
2) Given that many other freighters come here to
pick up fossil fuels to be used to create even more junk,
3) Given that said fossil fuels being used to create said junk are also buttering the planet with oil and
clogging the air with greenhouse gases,
4) Given that these oils and gases are finding their
way into aquifers worldwide,
5) Given that landfill toxins are leaching into aquifers worldwide, and
6) Given that said greenhouse gases are creating
crazy weather all over the place and will likely blow the
oily guts of many of said freighters onto our shores and
many others ... I mean really, haven’t we had enough?
We can take back this land!
Go to www.gabriolaanchorrage.org to help Gabriolans avoid freighter anchorages off their shores.

BC Hydro’s Expensive Fiction

The BC Utilities Commission is mounting a series
of public meetings around BC on the topic of the proposed BC Hydro rate increases. This is a huge opportunity for people to express their opinions.
Readers need to know the facts of so-called domestic demand and BC Hydro`s record of exaggerating the forecasts they use to justify contracting for new
generation, and importantly, building Site C.
A well run business, private or crown, features
symmetry between costs and revenues. Because BC
Hydro has been profligate, there is huge asymmetry.
That is why BC Hydro needs to increase rates. They
are over-indebted because of IPP (Independent Power
Producer) contracting and no growth in demand. The
most shocking demonstration of this condition is their
so-called regulatory assets accounts. Last year at this
time they were nearly $6 billion. These are moneys that
have been spent but yet need to be collected from ratepayers. The current total annual revenue for BC Hydro
is about $5 billion, making what still needs collecting
much greater than one whole year of operations.
The only expensive project that needs stopping is
Site C: it is unaffordable and the electricity is not now
needed. When Minister of Energy and Mines Bill Bennett settled the California legal claim he used a gift of
roughly 5,300 GWh (gigawatt hours). This should tell
everyone that the current BC Hydro system has that
much spare productive capacity. This amount of spare
electricity is equivalent to about 132% of what Site C is
likely to produce.
All talk about the future need for electricity from
Site C is a very expensive fiction that will mean not just
a few 4% rate increases but much, much more.
Watershed Sentinel

Bill Henderson, Salt Spring Island, BC

Pipeline Restriction

I am with the Straits Area Concerned Citizens in
Cheboygan. We are trying to get resolutions passed in
communities (about 35 so far) asking the governor to
restrict product and volume in line 5 (going across the
Straits of Mackinac) until an independent panel can
certify that line 5 is safe.
Leonard Page, Cheboygan, Michigan

The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves the right
to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste. Anonymous letters
will not be published. Send your musings and your missives to:
Watershed Sentinel, Box 1270, Comox BC, V9M 7Z8
editor@watershedsentinel.ca
or online at www.watershedsentinel.ca
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Compiled by Claire Gilmore and Delores Broten

Seismic Blasting on Hold
The consortium of companies
planning to conduct seismic testing surveys in Baffin Bay and Davis
Strait in search of oil have announced
they will suspend their activities for
2016.
The announcement came a few
weeks after the Supreme Court of
Canada granted leave to the Inuit
community of Clyde River in its legal battle against seismic blasting in
Canada’s Eastern Arctic. The applicants – the Hamlet of Clyde River,
Hunters and Trappers Organization of
Clyde River, and its former mayor Jerry Natanine – argue that the five-year
seismic project was approved without
adequate consultation or consent from
affected communities in the region,
which is in violation of their rights unWatershed Sentinel

der the UN Declaration on the Rights
of Indigenous Peoples.
—Clyde River Solidarity Network
April 1, 2016
Dilbit in the Salish Sea
A new report shows an increase
in barge traffic transporting tar sands
oil for refining and export between the
Trans Mountain terminus in Burnaby,
BC and the US oil refinery in Tacoma,
Washington. The investigation by
Friends of the Earth was prompted by
the proposed expansion of the Trans
Mountain pipeline.
The report found that between
2010 and 2014 more than 10 million
barrels of tar sands oil were barged
within the Salish Sea – critical habitat
of the endangered Southern Resident
Killer Whale – and that the proposed
Trans Mountain expansion would increase the number of tankers exporting crude oil through the Salish Sea
from one per week to one per day.
The report and action page can be
found at www.foe.org/tarsandsreport.
—Friends of the Earth
April 21, 2016
Port Expansion Assessment
On May 31, Ottawa announced
the establishment of a three-member
review panel to conduct the environmental assessment of Vancouver
Fraser Port Authority’s proposed Roberts Bank Terminal 2 project in British Columbia.
Roberts Bank is part of the Fraser
River Estuary and is a traditional
resting and feeding area for half the
world’s population of Western Sandpipers as well as being a designated
Important Bird Area as recognized
by BirdLife International. The citizen
group Against Port Expansion has
5

challenged the business case for the
project, arguing that the Port Authority is understating existing capacity
and overestimating growth.
The federal government says the
review panel will consider comments
from the public and First Nations
groups during the assessment.
—ceaa-acee.gc.ca and foecanada.org
May 31, 2016
Sang Trinh

BC’s Failure to Monitor Mines
BC Auditor General Carol Bellringer has delivered a report concluding the government is not prepared to
protect the environment from disasters in the mining industry. The report
says almost all expectations for government compliance and enforcement
in the industry are not being met.
Bellringer highlighted major
gaps in the ministries of energy and
mines and environment, citing too
few resources and insufficient staff
resulting in inadequate inspections
of mines to ensure operators comply
with requirements.
Mines Minister Bill Bennett said
he accepts Bellringer’s recommendations, but that the government disagrees with her call for the creation of
an independent mining compliance
office to keep watch on the industry.
—www.cbc.ca
May 3, 2016

Business Hugs Old-Growth
The BC Chamber of Commerce
has voted in favour of a motion calling on the province to expand protection of old-growth forests in areas
where they have, or likely would have,
greater economic value if left standing. The resolution also called for new
regulations – incorporating such strategies as an old-growth management
area, wildlife-habitat area or land-use
order – with an eye on eventually legislating permanent protection through
provincial park or conservancy status.
The proposal would apply only to
accessible old-growth forests and not
to isolated forest stands, even if they
have ecological value.
Seventy-five per cent of the original, productive old-growth forests
have been logged on BC’s southern
coast, according to the Ancient Forest
Alliance.
—www.timescolonist.com
June 1, 2016
Summer 2016
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TPP Can You Hear Me?

by Meghan Sali

I came, I saw, I cried
for what counts as
“public consultation”

sulted during the TPP negotiations,
unlike everyday Canadians. As witness Brenda Sayers of the Union
of British Columbia Indian Chiefs
noted, a single pipeline or dam is subject to a much more
thorough environmental impact assessment than the TPP,
with many more witnesses called. Here we have the largest
trade agreement in the history of the world, covering every
facet of Canadians’ daily lives, and we get 12 people.

The Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP) has been opened up to a public
consultation process in Canada. But what does that really
look like?
I was one of the lucky 12 individuals and organizations
that were called to speak before the Standing Committee on
International Trade (CIIT) at its inaugural hearing in Vancouver on April 18. The committee will visit every province as it travels east over the next two months, and hold
videoconference sessions for the territories.
While this may sound like a substantial amount of consultation, I see three issues with these hearings:

3. Five minutes. That’s how long I had to speak to
the more than 7,300 pages of the agreement.
One of the biggest problems with the TPP is just how
little time we’ve had to look at the text and see what is actually in the agreement. The details were kept secret for the
entirety of the negotiations. From when the TPP was published on November 5, 2015, until it was signed on February
5, 2016, Canadian experts and the public had less than 90
days to assess the impacts of this agreement.

1. The agreement is now finished. Multiple
sources – from the US Trade Representative, to Japanese
officials, to our own Trade Minister Chrystia Freeland –
have made it clear that what you see is what you get. There
will be no re-negotiating the TPP.
It’s an odd time to start consulting with Canadians on
a broad scale, and it puts both the government and the public in an awkward position. The government is hamstrung
because the move betrays the potentially insincere nature
of the consultations – what’s the point in consulting if it’s
already a done deal? And the public is presented with an
impossible choice, because the only remedy we have left is
to demand is a wholesale rejection of the TPP.

There were encouraging moments at the Vancouver
hearings, and the public presence was one of them. Despite
virtually no public announcement of the consultations, over
100 people showed up to stage a demonstration and sit in on
the hearings. Our outside actions included many partners –
from Leadnow to SumOfUs, Council of Canadians, Unifor,
CUPE, and many others. It was clear that Canadians aren’t
ready to take this one lying down.
My ultimate takeaway from the day? We need to get
louder. It’s clear from the response to our actions that the
government can hear us and see us, and it’s making them
nervous. I believe that with enough people power we can
prove to our legislators that they do not have the social license to implement this agreement that was negotiated
without our consent or input.
t
Meghan Sali is a digital rights specialist with OpenMedia, a civic engagement organization working to safeguard
the open Internet. This article originally appeared on openmedia.org.

2. Twelve witnesses per hearing. Okay, so bonus
points to the Liberal party that they’re having consultations
at all – that’s far more than we saw from our previous government. But the way the hearings are structured, with only
twelve people selected to speak out of hundreds of applicants, is supremely problematic.
Some of the other witnesses who presented in this
round included the Asia Pacific Foundation of Canada,
Vancouver Fraser Port Authority, BC LNG Alliance, Greater Vancouver Board of Trade, and British Columbia Cattlemen’s Association – organizations that were likely conWatershed Sentinel
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Pipeline Mania
by Delores Broten
Defying economic logic and
fuelled by corporate interests and
politicians of all stripes, pipeline battles continue to rage across Canada
this summer, and it appears they will
not be settled anytime soon. There is
no sign of Justin Trudeau’s promised
tanker ban on BC’s north coast.
In March, an analysis of oil prices
from Oil Change International concluded that “access to tideline,” east
or west, would not improve the situation for Alberta’s oil producers since
neither Europe nor Asia would pay
more for the heavy crude: “The tar
sands sector has sufficient pipeline
capacity to get its existing production
to the largest heavy oil markets in the
world (the US Gulf Coast and the US
Midwest) and obtain the best available
global price for its product.”
Enbridge Northern Gateway
Gateway received approval from
the National Energy Board (NEB), but
has not achieved social consent from
First Nations, host communities, or
even the BC government. Enbridge
must file shipping agreements by the
end of June and begin construction
on the project for the current route by
December 31 to avoid losing its conditional permit. It has asked for a threeyear extension and is musing about
changing the terminal port from Kitimat to Prince Rupert. Carrier Sekani
Tribal Chief Terry Teegee, calling
for a rejection of the ask, points out
that there are still 18 court cases “in
Watershed Sentinel

Plans for pipelines sprawl across the political landscape,
but there are no done deals

queue” before the BC Supreme Court
against the pipeline.
Kinder Morgan Trans Mountain
This project would triple the capacity of the existing Trans Mountain
pipeline system between Edmonton,
Alberta and Burnaby, British Columbia with 987 kilometres of new pipeline. It would also triple the passage
of oil tankers from Westridge Marine
terminal in Burnaby, through the First
and Second Narrows, Vancouver Harbour, English Bay, Georgia Strait, the
active channels of the Southern Gulf
Islands, Haro Strait and, finally, the
Strait of Juan de Fuca. In 2010, there
were 71 oil tanker transits along this
route – although according to economist Robyn Allan the market was so
poor in 2015, that number fell to 30.
In May 2016, the NEB approved the
expansion, despite almost unanimous
opposition from Lower Mainland
First Nations and municipalities.
Energy East (Line 9 reversal)
Energy East would carry 1.1 million barrels of heavy oil a day to refin-

eries in eastern Canada and overseas.
However, it requires an extension to
be built along the St. Lawrence River
and across Quebec, which seems politically unlikely. Further, according
to Bloomberg citing a report from the
Ministry of Finance, the pipeline is
no longer considered to convey much
price advantage to tar sands oil.
Petronas’ Pacific Northwest
And then there’s the Pacific
Northwest LNG Pipeline, brought to
BC by the scandal-plagued Malaysian
company Petronas and the BC Liberals. This pipeline, proposed to carry
fracked gas from northeast BC to tideline for shipment to Asia, has considerable support from First Nations and
others. But opposition to it is still represented by the First Nations at a proposed terminal on Lelu Island in the
mouth of the Skeena River and inland
at Madi Lii, the traditional territory
of the Luutkudziiwus, a 600-member house of the Gitxsan Nation. The
Luutkudziiwus elders put it this way,
“We are the caretakers of the Territory ... We received a full basket and
it’s our duty to pass a full basket on.”
t

In its approval of the Trans Mountain pipeline, the National Energy Board
admitted that there would be significant impacts on the threatened
population of about 80 southern resident killer whales found off the
coast of Vancouver Island.
7
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Passionate about Waste
by Alvin Shier

Writer Calls for Debris Diversion Strategy for Construction Industry

I

by Alvin W. Shier

San Francisco Model

’d like to thank IngIn San Francisco,
mar Lee for an outCalifornia, they take restanding, passionate
cycling by-products of
letter about BC’s disapC&D (and everything
pearing primaeval forelse) very seriously.
ests in the March-April
There, they haven’t made
Watershed Sentinel.
disposing these products
I share this writer’s
as easy as weighing in,
passion for the subject.
dumping, then paying
Every time I witness anthe scale master $100 a
other building knocked
tonne to make the prodIn front of Mennonite Thrift Store in Calgary Alberta.
down with mammoth
uct disappear. Before
diesel-powered equipa demolition project is
ment, and dump trucks
launched, a permit must
hauling the ancient wood to a landfill, I share helpless inbe obtained spelling out what products will be sourced from
ner rage with those who see the colossal waste in the same
the demolition, who will be hired to remove the product
light I do.
(in this case a specialty company transports the product)
There must be millions of board feet of perfectly good
where the product will be directed, and what quantity of
building materials (most of it originating from trees huneach product will be recycled, and the process is not cheap.
dreds of years old when harvested) dumped in landfills
I am not aware of anything resembling the San Franeach year, simply because a louder voice is not there to call
cisco construction and demolition debris diversion strategy
a halt to the travesty.
model in place anywhere in this country. Why? Perhaps
Daily, within the boundaries of the City of Lethbridge
because Canada is still a land perceived to have plenty of
where I reside, I witness dumpsters at new construction
cheap trees to knock down, use them to construct somesites teeming with mixed building materials heading to the
thing useful, then later knock them down again and recklandfill. Construction is booming and the waste, much of
lessly dispose of the broken timbers in one of those fast-diswhich I have recorded, is simply incredible.
appeared landfills so much talked about in council chamThe wood product alone from the construction and
bers throughout the land.
demolition sector at our landfill in 2015 was 4,500 tonnes.
I’m hopeful I will see the day when a wonderful two by
The total tonnage from Construction and Demolition
six, cut from that primaeval forest tree Ingmar Lee speaks
(C&D)’s most recognized recyclable product – brick, conwith passion about and now removed from a 100 year old
crete, drywall, roofing and so on, was 24,000 tonnes. That’s
building, is treated like the valuable commodity it is and
a lot of recyclables dumped from this sector – (I haven’t
spoken of with the same passion as rinsed out soup cans
even started on commercial, institutional, or other indusand plastic shopping bags!
tries) in a city with a population less than 100,000 people.
t
Alvin Shier lives in Lethbridge, Alberta.

Watershed Sentinel
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Lies and Statistics
What BC Hydro is Hiding in its Site C Poll
by Emma Gilchrist
Opposition to Site C Has Doubled Since 2013
In polling released by BC Hydro in June, the public
power utility touts “broad” support for its controversial Site
Now, for the results themselves. While BC Hydro
C dam – a mega hydro dam on the Peace River that would
would like you to focus on awareness reaching a new high
flood 107 kilometres of river valley, forcing farmers and
(77 per cent) and 73 per cent of British Columbians saying
First Nations off their land.
that they either support or can support Site C under certain
Let’s first address a glaring problem with the questions
circumstances, the trends tell a different story.
themselves: polling company Abacus Data began by asking
Between 2013 and 2016, awareness of the project grew
British Columbians a multiple choice question about how to
from 41 per cent to 77 per cent. During that same period of
meet “increasing electricity demand.”
time, opposition to the dam nearly doubled, growing from
There’s just one problem: BC does not have increasing
13 per cent to 24 per cent. In other words, the more people
electricity demand. In fact, electricity demand in BC has
who learn about the dam, the more opposition increases.
remained basically flat since 2005. But no, the pollster told
Support also grew from 42 per cent in 2013 to 49
all 1,000 telephone respondents that electricity demand is
per cent in 2016, during which time the BC government
rising and we must meet it somehow.
churned out relentless spin about the so-called “need” for
Then comes the key question: “Is the idea of buildthe project. Despite the spin, growth
ing Site C, a new hydroelectric dam,
in opposition significantly outpaced
to help meet the rising demand for
Let’s first address a
electricity in BC, an idea you strongly
glaring problem with the support.
“It’s not that people don’t have
support, support, can accept under
any
anxieties about the impacts of
certain circumstances, oppose, or
questions themselves
this project, but that a better alternastrongly oppose?”
tive is not obvious, and a certain degree of comfort has deWell whaddya know, that old porky about “rising developed that this project is being handled with appropriate
mand for electricity” has appeared right in the benchmark
diligence,” Anderson said in BC Hydro’s release.
polling question, presented plainly as fact.
Actually, a better alternative is obvious – but BC HyContinuing the obsession with power demand, later on
dro never chose to poll about that. First and foremost, dein the poll, respondents are asked to gauge their agreement
mand for power has been flat in BC for the past 10 years.
with the statement: “I have no doubt that the demand for
Were it to begin to increase, we could easily meet our needs
electricity in BC will continue to grow significantly in the
with the Columbia River entitlement or various smaller
years ahead.”
scale renewable options – chiefly geothermal. Both of those
After being misinformed about electricity demand in
options would be far cheaper than the Site C dam.
BC repeatedly in the poll, 89 per cent of respondents then
The joint review panel’s report on Site C predicted the
say they expect demand to increase. In other words: 89 per
dam would lose at least $800 million in the first four years
cent of respondents listened diligently to the misleading inof production because there’s no need for the power in BC
formation and responded accordingly.
and exports would lose money.
Enter this quote from Bruce Anderson, chairman of
That’s why BC Premier Christy Clark is now flapping
Abacus Data, who designed and analyzed the poll: “What
her gums about selling the power to Alberta to power the
stands out for me is the fact that people broadly believe that
oil sands. Clark knows there’s no demand for new power
more power will be needed and that a new dam is probably
in BC. No doubt BC Hydro knows it too. Now if only Britone of the best ways to meet growing demand.”
ish Columbians knew it – then how would they answer a
Well, doesn’t that just take the biscuit. Really, Mr. Anpolling question about spending nearly $9 billion to build
derson, were you surprised that after you told respondents
a new dam?
multiple times that electricity demand is increasing that
t
they then parroted your line back to you? Seems like a pretOriginally published on desmog.ca, June 13, 2016
ty simple case of cause and effect to me.
Watershed Sentinel
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Climate Notebook

Tree Rings & Droughts
A report recently published in the
Journal of Hydrology compared 350
years of tree-ring data and long-term
coastal drought records and concluded that droughts in the coming decades could be worse than at any time
in the last three to four centuries.
Co-author Bethany Coulthard
is set to meet next month with BC
drought planners and warns, “If we
don’t implement more conservative
mitigation strategies, the region will
be seriously underprepared when one
of these droughts hits. The impacts
would be disastrous for stream ecology and salmon.”
—vancouversun.com
May 4, 2016

Rising Seas
A Rutgers University study published in March found that the rate of
sea level rise in the 20th century was
faster than in any of the previous 27
centuries. Another paper published
at the same time found that warming could speed up the rate of ice loss
around Antarctica, potentially contributing as much as one metre to sea
level by the end of the century.
Climate scientist Maureen Raymo explains that, until now, thermal
expansion and melting mountain glaciers have dominated sea level rise. In
future, the melting of Greenland and
Antarctic ice will play a larger role,
but these changes will unfold potentially over centuries. “If all the ice on
Watershed Sentinel

the planet melted, sea level would rise
by about 55m.… The last time this
happened on Earth, about 40 million
years ago, atmospheric [carbon dioxide] levels may have been as high as
1,000 parts per million.” Carbon dioxide levels are currently just over 400
ppm.
—www.bbc.com
April 11, 2016

The Greening Arctic
A report published in the Journal
of Remote Sensing examined 87,000
images captured by the NASA Landsat satellite and found that Alaska,
Quebec, and other regions became
greener between 1984 and 2012. The
Arctic is the fastest-warming region
of the northern hemisphere. The scientists saw grassy tundra convert to
shrubland, and shrubs grow in size
and density. Such changes will inevitably start to play into water, energy
and carbon cycles. Somewhere between 37 and 77 million tonnes of carbon resides in the soils and the permafrost, and the permafrost is predicted
to shrink by 25% by 2100.
—Climate News Network,
June 4, 2016

Frack Gas Bans
The debate over whether fracking
causes earthquakes is over, especially
following some large ones, not to mention landslides of contaminated soil,
in the Peace region of BC. Now the
talking points have shifted to whether
the cause is waste water injection or
the actual fracking, and whether the
earthquakes matter.
In May, Scotland banned fracking outright, New Brunswick an10

LNG Carrier
Wolfgang Meinhart Hamburg

nounced that province’s moratorium
would continue indefinitely, and Newfoundland and Labrador decided to
continue its “pause” on the practice.
Meanwhile, as a decision by the
federal government on the Petronas
LNG terminal on Lelu Island, BC is
pending, 90 scientists from around the
world have written to PM Trudeau,
pointing out that the project would
blow Canada’s greenhouse gas commitments out of the water. The scientists say, on top of the emissions, there
is no evidence the gas would displace
Chinese use of coal, as the BC government claims.
—CBC News, March 29, 2016
myprincegeorgenow.com May 30, 2016
Common Dreams, June 1, 2016

Arctic Drilling Stops
US
government
documents
obtained by environmental group
Oceana show that ConocoPhillips
Co., Italy’s Eni and Iona Energy Inc.,
have abandoned all their leases in the
Chukchi Sea, northwest of Alaska.
Royal Dutch Shell has said it plans
to relinquish all but one. Statoil, Total, EnCana and Armstrong have also
given up Chukchi leases. Eighty per
cent of all area in the American Arctic
leased for drilling in a 2008 sale has
been or will be abandoned.
—thehill.com
May 10, 2016
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Shawnigan Again?
Campbell River Considers Contaminated Waste Landfill
by Leona Adams
Upland Excavating Ltd. has applied to the Ministry of Environment
to landfill solid non-hazardous waste
(including construction and demolition waste, land clearing debris and
contaminated soil) and to collect and
treat the leachate at its site at 7295
Gold River Highway, Campbell River.
The site is located within the Campbell River and Quinsam River watersheds, and sits over a large sand and
gravel High Vulnerability IIA Class
Aquifer. This classification means that
the aquifer has high vulnerability to
contamination from surface sources.
An Environment and Climate
Change Canada publication from
2010 states, “Among the more significant point sources [of groundwater
contamination] are municipal landfills
and industrial waste disposal sites.
When either of these occur in or near
sand and gravel aquifers, the potential
for widespread contamination is the
greatest.”

The proposed landfill is in an
area sensitive to our drinking water,
the Quinsam River Hatchery water
supply and the Quinsam/Campbell
rivers fishery values. Given the importance of maintaining and protecting Campbell River’s domestic water
supply, this proposal must be subject
to the precautionary principle .
Eastward groundwater flow is
identified in Upland’s reports. Upland
stated that it will take 5 3/4 years for
the groundwater to reach the Quinsam
River, 4 kilometres away. Groundwater will also flow to Cold Creek, 2km
away, which feeds the $100 million
Quinsam River Hatchery. This could,
over time, impact the pink salmon and
steelhead Quinsam River fishery.
Upland’s report identifies parameters that are forecast to exceed BC
Contaminated Sites Regulation Criteria in untreated leachate, such as
ammonia, chloride, phenols, sulphate,
light extractable petroleum hydrocarbons (LEPH), arsenic, Boron, copper,
iron, magnesium, manganese, sodium

and zinc. The report also states that
treatment of some of these parameters
may prove ineffective.
Upland’s Design, Operation
and Closure Plan (DOC) provides
that common contaminants in contaminated soil include metals, PAHs
(polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons)
VOHs (Volatile organic compounds)
and PHCs (Petroleum Hydrocarbons).
Some hydrocarbons are not compatible with the HDPE liner.
The application is for 25,000
cubic metres a year of contaminated
waste, and requires Upland to apply for re-zoning from the City of
Campbell River. The Campbell River
Enironmental Committee is asking
the City for an independent professional risk assessment.
For further information, see
www.crecweb.com
t
Leona Adams is president of the
Campbell River Environmental Committee.

Give the GM Potato the CHOP!

Chiot’s Run

In March 2016, the Canadian government approved a genetically modified (GM) potato, “Innate.” The potato uses
CRISPR technology to silence the bruising/browning gene, as with the Arctic Apple and most recently, the non-browning
mushroom.
Since genes are usually involved in multiple traits within an organism, there is concern that altering or silencing one gene can result
in other changes that are unstudied and unknown – hence the pushback against GM foods.
McCain and A&W announced in April that they will not use the
GM potato, but other retailers need to hear from the public before the
potato and other unlabelled GM foods become commonplace in our
stores and kitchens.
Consumers, you are the only ones who can stop this potato now!
Please sign and circulate the petition “Fast Food & Food Retailers:
Reject genetically modified potatoes in Canada” on change.org and
visit www.cban.ca for information on how to take action.
Linda Cheu, Courtenay, BC.
Watershed Sentinel
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Bank of Canada

Water: Supply versus Volume

In the Watershed Sentinel issue January-February
2016, there is an article about Bank of Canada Lawsuit.
I asked my friend to make me a photocopy of those two
pages, but that magazine with many other things was
stolen from his car. That photocopy I wanted to send to
Justin Trudeau.
Other articles are also interesting and important in
that issue, one of the best you had recently. I really miss
that issue.
If you have an extra copy, would you please send
one to me. Even if you do not have an extra copy, I
would like at least a photocopy of those two pages of
Bank of Canada Lawsuit. It has to do with the financial
situation of our country, it is a national interest for all
Canadians.

Another good issue of Watershed Sentinel for
March-April. Thank you.
But oh dear, once again we read a foolish statement about Canada’s water supply. Page 16 says that
the Great Lakes system alone has “about twenty per
cent of the world supply of fresh water.” As a magazine
with water in its name, the editorial process should
weed out mistakes like that.
In fact, all of Canada has about 6.5% of world water supply; we are tied for 3rd to 6th place in the world.
The supply is what falls from the sky and winds its way
downhill to the sea. The standing volume of a lake is
not a supply – if we use that we dry up the lake.
John B. Sprague, Ph.D, Salt Spring Island, BC

Udvarhelyi Vilmos, Montreal QC

Re: pipelines

They’d make better money if they invested in MY
economic development plan. Rat fur is non-static and
can be safely used to clean electronics...cat fur is used
in Europe to decorate children’s winter coats – it provides warm fur collars and the lining of hoods. SO...
we build two barns, side-by-each...in one we put as
many cats as will fit, in the other we put as many rats
as possible, then we catch and skin the rats and feed
the corpses to the cats...and catch and skin the cats and
feed their corpses to the rats...both cats and rats breed
at incredible rates and should the population start to
decline it’s easy enough to catch feral cats and rats as
replacements...we ship the pelts off for almost pure
profit, and continue to feed the cats to the rats and the
rats to the cats and we’ll make more money than these
guys will with their damned oil. I just need some startup money...it’s expensive to build barns...what do you
think???

Ludicrous LNG

Premier Clark is out touting LNG and pipelines
and saying that anyone who is saying no to either is
saying no to an individual’s security through jobs. This
is so ludicrous and incorrect I can barely write! LNG
is fraught with problems from massive CO2 releases to
the chemicals used, which cause birth defects, sterility,
cancer...it poisons our aquifers and drinking water...
where are our politicians’ heads?
BC abounds with tidal, wind, solar and geothermal
power abilities. It has been proven that more jobs have
been created in the renewable energy sector than in the
oil and gas sector combined. Are our politicians receiving so much money toward their election campaigns
from the oil and gas industry that they are willing to
kill us all to meet their own ends? Ms. Clark and all
other politicians who are in favor of this fiasco of LNG:
I am not willing to let you off the hook. I am not willing
to die an earlier death than what I am hopeful for. And
most of all I am not willing to not have a planet here for
my grandson. I will fight your “dream”, which is every
citizen’s nightmare, to my death if necessary!

Anne Cameron, Tahsis, BC

The Watershed Sentinel welcomes letters but reserves the right
to edit for brevity, clarity, legality, and taste. Anonymous letters
will not be published. Send your musings and your missives to:
Watershed Sentinel, Box 1270, Comox BC, V9M 7Z8
editor@watershedsentinel.ca
or online at www.watershedsentinel.ca

June Ross, Nanaimo, BC

Watershed Sentinel
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Passionate about GMOs
Rachel Parent: Kids Right to Know
Shirley Healey

by Claire Gilmore
The Watershed Sentinel recently caught up with
17-year-old Canadian activist Rachel Parent during an
Earth Day speaking engagement at Highland Secondary in
Comox, BC. Rachel founded Kids Right to Know in Toronto at age 12, after learning about the issues surrounding
Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs). Her activism has
drawn the attention of the biotech industry and as a result
she has been targeted since she was 14 by the pro-GMO
lobby. In the face of this she manages to stay on target, continuing to educate young people about GMOs and promote
our right to know what’s in our food.
Do you consider yourself an activist?
I do. I think being an activist is a very positive thing.
When I was younger I never wanted to be called an activist … but then I looked up the meaning of the word and
it said someone who’s so passionate about something that
they want to make a difference – that’s when I knew that I
was an activist.
You met with Canada’s former Minister of Health
Rona Ambrose – how did that go?
So we met, and during the meeting I asked, who is responsible for labelling, and she said, well it’s not me, I don’t
have the mandate. So I asked, well who is then? She said
it’s the Health Canada officials, so she set up a meeting with
them … they told me they also didn’t have the mandate. So
then I’m asking OK, who is [responsible], and one person’s
saying the Minister of Health is, and the other person is saying it’s the Canadian Food Inspection Agency but that they
probably wouldn’t want to do it anyways because they don’t
see any health concerns.

are fabricating complete lies. Over this past year it has gotten worse, and I think it’s because they know that we’re
really reaching people. And [it’s] not just me, but our entire
movement – they’re targeting other people too.
What have you had to sacrifice to be so focused and
engaged on this particular topic?
I’ve given up things like horseback riding and singing, a lot of my acting, dance … but I’d definitely choose
this path again because it’s always so positive and inspiring
to know that you are getting the word out somehow. And
there’s such a fulfilment, knowing you’re doing something
right versus just doing something like an extracurricular.

So nobody wants to take responsibility – and labelling happens in all these other countries…
Sixty-four other countries! And yet Canada doesn’t
want to because they don’t think there’s an issue. Well, what
are the other countries seeing that we’re not?

Have you talked to the new Minister of Health?
Jane Philpott – I’ve been trying to get a meeting with
her … we’ll see how that goes.
[Rona Ambrose] also set up a meeting for me with
Galen Weston, the CEO of Loblaws. I had that meeting in
January, and he said that labelling is bound to happen, but
that we need more people to get out there and speak up and
become more like activists.

Have you been targeted by the pro-GMO lobby?
One hundred per cent. People say I was forced into it –
and it doesn’t make any sense at all, because do you really
think that I’d allow my parents to force me into something?
So we’re dealing with these sorts of issues – where people
Watershed Sentinel
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Little
Brown

Bats
Need Our

One Little Brown Myotis can eat
600 mosquitoes per hour

Help
Photo by Paula Rodriguez de la Vega

by Paula Rodriguez de la Vega

Earth Ranger Emaya points up towards the little bat that roosted
on top of the school front doors the day after her bat presentation.
Watershed Sentinel
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Recently, my five year old daughter signed up
with Earth Rangers, a Canadian kids’ conservation organization. She wanted to start a campaign
to save bats. This led her to find out more about
bats.
She learned that bats play an important role
in our environment, consuming large amounts of
insects, some of which are costly agricultural and
forest pests in their larval and adult flying forms.
In Canada, we don’t have vampire bats or fruit
bats. All bat species in Canada eat insects – tons
of insects. During the summer, a bat can eat half
its body weight in insects per night. Biologists
found that, in a lab setting, one Little Brown Myotis can eat 600 mosquitoes per hour.
There are at least sixteen species of bats
found in British Columbia and although most
species roost in caves, cliffs and trees, six species like to roost in man-made structures such
as houses, bridges, and barns. Females return to
warm enclosed spaces to give birth and raise their
young. These maternity colonies are occupied
from about April to late August or September.
Male bats roost singly or in small groups and may
use the outside of a building for temporary day or
night roosting spots.
Summer 2016
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What you can do
• Learn more about bats – visit your BC Community
Bat Program (www.bcbats.ca, email info@bcbats.ca or
call 1-855-922-2287). This network promotes bat conservation, particularly of bats in buildings.

Bats are an important wildlife species and are neither
rodents nor considered pests under BC law. They are protected from harassment and killing. If you have bats in one
of your property structures and are concerned, please contact your local community bat project at www.bcbats.ca or
1-855-9BC-BATS. They can help answer your questions,
assess the situation, and figure out how and when to evict
them if necessary.
Half of the province’s bats are considered potentially
endangered or threatened species at risk due to loss of habitat, destruction of roosting sites, and environmental contaminants that have affected bat populations and insects.
Recently the Little Brown Myotis, a species that commonly uses buildings, was listed as Endangered due to the
devastating impacts of White Nose Syndrome (WNS) in
eastern Canada. This introduced fungus has killed approximately six million bats in eastern North America. The fungus does not pose a threat to human health.
One case of WNS in a bat was reported this spring in
Washington State. This has greatly increased the urgency
to understand bat populations in BC. The public is being
asked to help to census local bat populations. The summer
of 2016 may be the last year to obtain population estimates
before WNS causes widespread declines in western North
America. So if you want to get involved in counting bats,
either on your property, or in your community, please contact your local bat project (www.bcbats.ca).
As Earth Ranger Emaya found out, there are many other ways to help bats. She chose to raise awareness and money. Along with another kindergarten friend, Earth Rangers
Emaya and Aiden gave a presentation to the whole school
of over 300 students at assembly. To everybody’s surprise,
a bat showed up the day after their presentation, roosting on
top of the front entrance of the school doors. All the classes
took turns coming out to look at it, and cheer it on.
As a result, not only did these two five year olds raise
a bit of money towards bat conservation, they also inspired
many other students to become Earth Rangers.

• Enjoy bats if they chose to use your house as a day
roost. Some people allow a maternity colony to use
their attic or barn every summer. Report maternity bat
roosting sites to your BC Community Bat Program.
• Build a bat house. For more information on how, see
www.bcbats.ca.
• Prevent human transmission of White Nose Syndrome to BC. WNS could be inadvertently introduced
into BC on clothing or equipment used underground
or in contact with bats. Help stop the spread of spores
from affected areas in the US, eastern Canada, Europe,
and Asia.
Avoid entering bat roosting habitat in BC with any
equipment or clothing previously used in WNS affected areas. Prevent accidental transport of bats (e.g., RV
awnings, sun umbrellas, semi-truck trailers, moving
containers) through vigilance, and not leaving doors,
umbrellas and other stow-away locations open for bat
entry.
• If you find a dead bat, use gloves if you are going to
handle it. Collect it in a bag and label the bag with the
date, location and your name, and then put the bag in
the freezer. Contact the BC Community Bat Program
to get further instructions. Collecting bat carcasses is
particularly important in March and April, when they
can be submitted for testing of White Nose Syndrome
and may provide the earliest indication of the presence
of the disease in BC.
• Create and enhance bat habitat. Bats need shelter,
food (insects), and water. They need green spaces with
mature deciduous trees, aquatic habitats such as wetlands, ponds, creeks, and rivers, and large rock walls
or outcrops, particularly if they are fractured and have
small crevices for roosting.
• Get children involved in raising awareness about
bats. Join Earth Rangers (www.earthrangers.com) or
see if your local conservation organization has a bat
program for kids.

t
Paula Rodriguez de la Vega is Emaya’s Mama. She is
also an environmental consultant and recently got involved
with the BC Community Bat Program.

• Participate in the Annual Bat Count organized
by your BC Community Bat Program. This citizenscience initiative encourages residents to count bats at
local roost sites. Bat counts are a wonderful way for
residents to get involved in collecting important scientific information. No special skills are needed, kids can
be involved, and you can relax in a deck chair while
counting.

Bat Close-up Photo: Little Brown Myotis displaying White
Nose Syndrome fungus on nose, wings and body. Photo by
Wikimedia Commons, Marvin Moriarty US Fish & Wildlife
Service.
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In the midst of its
own chaotic demise,
Compliance Energy
created a loophole
for future coal
exploitation in the
Comox Valley...

Memorial
for a Coal Mine

by Arthur Caldicott
In 2009, Compliance Energy
Corp. announced its intention to build
the Raven Underground Coal Project,
a new coal mine in the Comox Valley
on Vancouver Island.
Compliance was created in
2000 as Beanpole Capital by James
O’Rourke, who remained in charge to
the end. Its corporate tradition of failure began with a couple of early ventures near Princeton – a small thermal
coal mine and a coal-fired generation
plant.
In 2008, its subsidiary company,
Compliance Coal Corp., acquired
29,000 hectares of freehold coal rights
in the Comox Valley. Funds were provided by its new joint venture partners
Watershed Sentinel

Itochu and LG, Canadian subsidiaries of two major international firms.
Compliance Coal Corp. also acquired
the coalbed methane (natural gas)
rights in the coal, for itself. Watch
closely for where both of these rights
end up.
Fierce Opposition
The Raven mine proposal encountered fierce opposition from the
beginning, and it never let up. Everyone was concerned about water.
Nearby residents were terrified that
their drinking water would be polluted. The BC Shellfish Growers Association was threatened by the prospect
16

of mine effluent flowing into Baynes
Sound, which is the source of 50 per
cent of BC’s commercial shellfish
revenues. Residents of Port Alberni, where the coal would be trucked
from the mine and loaded onto ships
destined for Asia, faced coal dust
pollution of the air and harbour, and
24 hours a day of truck noise, traffic
delays, and safety threats on Highway 4. Local governments voiced
concerns. First Nations objected. And
for a growing public everywhere, in a
world facing catastrophe from carbon
emissions, building a new coal mine
defined insanity.
There were only two places you
could find support for the Raven
Summer 2016
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project. One was in Premier Christy
Clark’s cabinet. In 2011 she promised
that BC would have eight new mines
by 2015, so new mine proposals were
looked on with favour. Her government bestowed the Order of British
Columbia on James O’Rourke the
same year.
By 2016, the new mines promise
had morphed into a rescue mission to
keep existing mines operating, by allowing them to defer electricity costs.
And, at 5 p.m. on Thursday, February
25, 2016, Mr. O’Rourke, OBC, and his
cronies abandoned the Raven mine,
and Compliance Energy.
Hard Rock Liberal Love
The other source of support for
Raven was in the mining industry itself. The Mining Association of BC
and its member companies, consultants, and service providers support
mining unconditionally. They also
support the BC Liberals generously.
The leading exemplar is Teck Corp.,
BC’s largest coal producer, which has
donated at least $1.5 million to the BC
Liberals since 2007, eclipsing smaller
donations like those of Compliance
Energy and Mr. O’Rourke.
From 2009 on, Compliance mismanaged its mission. Its public relations were pathetic, dismissive, accusatory, often with severe bouts of footin-mouth. The company countered
criticisms from the public, not with
facts or science, but by labelling them

as “misinformation.” It failed to meet
self-imposed deadlines and to honour
undertakings to provide information.
EAO Rejects Application 1
In May 2013, the Environmental
Assessment Office (EAO) rejected the
first application for the environmental
assessment, listing more than 1500
deficiencies in the submission. And
yes, it took Compliance four years to
achieve this “milestone.”
For eighteen months the company made no apparent progress on
addressing the shortcomings in its
application. But Compliance burned
steadily through what little cash it had
available, leading to an Emphasis of
Matter note to shareholders from the
auditor, Deloitte. An Emphasis of
Matter indicates that the auditor has
serious concerns about the financial
condition of the company. Deloitte
“resigned” as auditor in June 2014. Silencing the messenger did not prevent
the next audit firm, Smythe Ratcliff,
from also including an Emphasis of
Matter in its audit the next year.
At the company’s annual general
meeting in June 2014, John Tapics
“resigned” as Chief Executive Officer, a fix which seemed empty, given
that Mr. Tapics remained as a director
of the company. He was replaced by
Stephen Ellis, as President and Chief
Operations Officer. The announcement did not disclose that Mr. Ellis’
last job was as Operations Manager of

Speech from the Throne, 2016

This excerpt from the Throne Speech is a reminder that the spirit of Joe
Oliver is still alive in this land, and nowhere more so than in the BC Premier’s
office:
“The men and women who depend on BC’s mining sector are under threat
from low prices for copper and coal – but they are also under threat from internal critics looking for an opportunity to see the industry closed.”
—Throne Speech 2016,
engage.gov.bc.ca/thronespeech/transcript/
Watershed Sentinel
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the Pike River Mine in New Zealand,
where 29 workers had died in an underground explosion on his watch.
Late in 2014, a floundering Compliance submitted a second application to the EAO’s Working Group.
Then in a classy display of confidence
in itself, in early March of 2015 the
company withdrew the application
from the screening process, narrowly
escaping a second rejection by the
EAO. Mr. Ellis’ letter to the EAO was
classic Compliance – pointing the finger at others for the company’s own
inadequacies. He wrote, “We received
some misinformation that is circulating in some communities regarding
the Raven Project and believe it is
appropriate that we withdraw the project from the screening process at this
time.”
Director’s Loan
In the midst of these events, the
EAO ordered Compliance to pay an
Environmental Assessment Certificate fee of $112,500 plus taxes.
Compliance arranged a loan of
$200,000 from “a director.” The loan
was payable within a year, at 10 per
cent interest, and was secured by “the
assets of the Company.” But Compliance was more than just low on cash:
it owed more than a million dollars in
immediate payables, and had a deficit
of $19.6 million. There was more to
this loan than met the eye.
The price of coal had plummeted
from the historic highs of 2011 to a
price so low that the coal industry in
North America was collapsing. According to the company’s own feasibility study, the Raven mine had become unviable, and could only operate at a loss.
Folks asked the obvious question:
what capacity does this company have
to build and operate a safe and nonContinued on Page 18
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Coal Mine, Continued

polluting coal mine – as if there could
be such a thing as a non-polluting coal
mine – when it can’t demonstrate the
competence to operate an empty corporate shell?
Only one more letter from Compliance has been published by the
EAO. At the end of August, 2015, Mr.
Ellis accused the EAO of “placing
roadblocks” ahead of the Raven project, of bias against the project in the
Working Group, and said that “there
is little merit in sitting down with the
EAO to review EA options for the Raven Project.… The EAO are not treating the proposed Raven Underground
Coal Project in a fair and transparent
manner and … the project would never be able to achieve an EA Certificate
given the built-in biases in the review
process.”
A couple of days later, Compliance issued a news release announcing that Mr. Ellis had “resigned” from
the company, and they thanked him
“for his dedicated and professional
service.”
The final word from the company came on February 26, 2016. A
news release signed by “the Former
Board of Directors” announced that
the company was “insolvent and rendered valueless,” that “the Company’s
only secured creditor has demanded
repayment of their loan,” so there was

Watershed Sentinel

“no alternative other than to … resign
from the Corporation.” It placed all
the blame on the EAO.
The EAO appeared to be unconcerned by any of this, though Compliance had missed deadlines months
ago that should have resulted in its EA
being terminated. Constant pressure
from CoalWatch Comox Valley Society president John Snyder, and his
enlistment of Scott Fraser, NDP MLA
for Alberni-Qualicum, resulted in
Minister of Environment Mary Polack
committing that a decision would be
made by the end of March. On April
6, 2016, the EAO terminated the EA
of the Raven project.
Evaluate the Proponent
The EAO should evaluate the
proponent, and not just the project.
The company flamed out after
six years of stunning incompetence.
A reasonable person would quickly
question whether such a company
should be granted a permit to build a
mine. At no point did the BC Environmental Assessment Office ever examine if this company was able to deliver
responsibly on what it was asking for
permission to do. Though presented
with years of failed deadlines, unacceptable applications, unfulfilled demands from the EAO, and publicly
available evidence
that the proponent
was in financial
crisis, the EAO
acted as if none of
it was happening
or that it wasn’t
relevant.
Corporate
character,
competence, or capabilities are not
reviewable factors
in the EA Act. In
not including these
18

factors in the scope of its reviews, the
EAO discredits itself, and undermines
the credibility of its certificates.
And the Assets go to...
One thing was managed successfully.
The directors have left behind a
million dollars in payables and a deficit of nearly $20 million. They leave
the company suspended, though not
yet delisted, from the TSX Ventures
Exchange. What they did not leave behind are “the assets of the Company”
– those will go to the director who
loaned Compliance $200,000 a year
ago. At least they did not get to screw
up this badly with a real mine.
Auditors could see the company
was headed towards insolvency. For
four years now they had been advising
shareholders and indirectly, regulators
and the public, of this fact. Directors
were more aware of this than anyone
– they were, after all, in control. Yet
they managed the company into this
inevitable collapse. One director, with
the full support of the others, saw fit
to arrange a relatively small loan, a
year ago, in which he almost certainly
would end up with the assets of the
company.
Those assets again: 29,000 hectares of freehold coal in the Comox
Valley, and all the natural gas in the
coal.
When the commodity price pendulum swings, CoalWatch, and the
people of the Comox Valley, will be
paying attention – neither the coal nor
the gas will be extracted.
t
Arthur Caldicott is an independent energy analyst who lives in Victoria.
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Raven: A Citizen Autopsy
The carbon club is still very much alive
by Mike Bell
It is fitting that we are celebrating the demise of ComIt is almost as if the carbon multinationals are operating
pliance Energy and its Raven coal mine project. Members
a large global spaceship that sucks up government leaders,
of our community and local First Nations fought the project
cabinet ministers, and local municipal leaders – brainwashtooth and nail for more than five years. It is indeed time for
ing them, changing their economic systems, eviscerating
a celebration. But it is also time for a citizen autopsy. What
their environmental regulations and damaging their social
have we learned?
systems. Then they dump them back on earth programmed
As we take a closer look and sort through the entrails
to follow the approved resource extraction plan.
of Compliance and the Raven project to find the cause of
So now the autopsy is completed and the coroner has
death, we find multiple influences, infiled his report. Though the incompecluding community and First Nations
tency of Compliance was a contributIt is almost as if the
opposition, the decline in coal prices,
ing factor, the real cause of the proband the incompetency of Compliance
carbon multinationals lem was the system that gave rise to the
Coal Corp. But we also come to a disproject.
are operating a large
turbing conclusion. Our examination
What can we do? We still have
of the project DNA reveals that Comthose new companies with ten new
global spaceship that
pliance was only a symptom of a much
wafting in the breezes above
sucks up government leases
greater problem: a coalition of multiour valley, waiting to swoop down if
national corporations and governments
and when the winds of change raise the
leaders, cabinet
that together form a carbon conglomervalue of coal.
ministers, and local
ate.
Obviously, we can help the tranIt is held together with internationsition away from fossil fuels by supmunicipal leaders,
al trade agreements that allow comporting local and provincial businesses
brainwashing them.
panies from Korea and Japan to have
specializing in green energy. But there
more say over the future of our local
is something more immediate – work
resources than we have; huge tax dollar subsidies for oil and
that more of us can get involved in – changing our political
gas companies and projects; millions of dollars for lobbysystems. In standing up against the Raven Coal mine, we’ve
ists; and, as has become increasingly apparent, strong globmade a good start. We understand much more than before
al opposition to green energy projects and, in some cases,
about the carbon conglomerate and the threat it poses both
funding of climate-denial organizations. Compliance might
locally and globally. We have learned to mobilize a commube dead but the carbon club is still very much alive.
nity. Now we must confront the carbon conglomerate itself.
From the get-go, the BC government has been a cardWe do not live in an era of change, we live in a change
carrying member. As part of her original election camof era – a climate change era where everything is changing,
paign, Christy Clark promised to develop nine new mines
including our economic and political systems. We citizens
and expand ten more. She has opened up provincial parks
must find our voice and lead our political leaders through
to resource development projects, provided major subsidies
the long transition from the carbon world into a valley of
for carbon projects and either removed “unnecessary” enclean energy. We didn’t elect our political leaders to give
vironmental legislation or refused to enforce it. Courts have
them power. We elected them to empower us.
found her remiss in trying to fob off on the feds her respont
sibility for environmental reviews, and they have cited her
Mike Bell is a community organizer with a special infor refusing to consult First Nations. Recently, Bill Bennett,
terest in bringing a systems-thinking approach to commuher government’s energy minister, said that clean energy
nity climate change issues.
projects are not a priority.
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Sustainers of the Watershed Sentinel

These generous sustainers help us to provide you with a strong independent voice for
environmental issues, activism, and social justice. We depend on them, with deep thanks.
Stars ($500 and over annual donation)

Sustaining Subscribers ($50 - $99 annual donation)

Vicky Husband, Victoria BC • Ralph & Lannie Keller, Read
Island BC • Mel McDonald, Victoria BC • Glen Morton,
Halifax NS • Peter Johnston & Sue Wheeler, Lasqueti Island BC

Andrea Carol Anderson, Campbell River BC • Jane Armstrong,
Port Alberni BC • John Atkinson, West Vancouver BC • Ruby Berry,
Qualicum Beach BC • Suzanne Blair, London ON • Hermann Bruns,
Mara BC • Ian Button, Denman Island BC • Frances Cochran,
Courtenay BC • Hugh Cotton, Vancouver BC • Anne de Cosson,
Denman Island BC • Guy Dauncey, Ladysmith BC • Silvia di
Blasio, Surrey BC • John Dickin, Madeira Park BC • Elizabeth Ferris,
Vancouver BC • Mary Gavan, Vancouver BC • David & Bridget
Gillespie, Telkwa BC • Colin Gray, Vancouver BC • Phil Haight,
Dawson Creek BC • Bill & Pat Halliday, Comox BC • Wendy &
Hubert Havelaar, Whaletown BC • Pierre Hiemstra, Smithers BC •
Jessie Jensen, Skookumchuk BC • Heidi Juergens, West Vancouver
BC • Marilyn Kan, Victoria BC • Alice Kidd, Lillooet BC • Wal &
Ester Kneifel, Vancouver BC • Bob Lane, Vancouver BC • Edmund
Livingston, Vancouver BC • George Logan, Victoria BC • Kathy
Mezei, Burnaby BC • Kyra Montague, Cambridge MA • Pam & Don
Munroe, Courtenay BC • James Musgrove, Vancouver BC • Denise
Nadeau, Courtenay BC • Kevin Neish, Victoria BC • Clark Nipp,
Victoria BC • Stefan Ochman, Bamfield BC • Jim Pasnak, Edmonton
AB • Bob Peart, North Saanich BC • Jo Phillips, Sooke BC • Joyce
& John Prothero, Salt Spring Island BC • Wendy Prothero, Comox
BC • Colin Rankin, Victoria BC • Dona Reel, Gibsons BC • Norberto
Rodriguez dela Vega, Penticton BC • Michael Rooksby, Victoria BC
• Harriet Rueggeberg, Lanzville BC • Joan Russow, Victoria BC •
Linda Safford, Cumberland BC • SaltSpring Seeds, Salt Spring Island
BC • P. Maurebrecher & T. Schneider, Victoria BC • Barbara Scott,
Victoria BC • Gillian Seaton, Jasper AB • Gail Shepherd, Vancouver
BC • Daniel Siegel, Hornby Island BC • Ronni Solbert, Randolph
VT • Eileen Sowerby, Heriot Bay BC • Roy & Lois Sutherland,
Victoria BC • Anna Tilman, Aurora ON • Bill Trussler, Fanny Bay BC
• Marjorie Urquhart, Fanny Bay BC • Len Walker, Bowser BC • Deb
Weiers, Red Deer AB • James Wentworth, Kamloops BC • James
Wilson, West Vancouver BC • Manfred Winter, Bowser BC • Ernie
Yacub, Courtenay BC • Susan Yoshihara, Denman Island BC • Ray
Zimmerman, Victoria BC • Fred & Ruth Zwickel, Manson’s Landing BC

Friends ($200 - $499 annual donation)

Gordon Albright, Toronto ON • Barnard-Boecker Centre
Foundation, Victoria BC • Jim Bradshaw, Maple Ridge BC • John
& Sharon Cashore, Coquitlam BC • Linda Cheu, Courtenay BC •
Elaine Golds, Port Moody BC • Barbara Holmberg, Edgewood BC •
John & Cathie Howard, Hornby Island BC • Marlene Johnston, Kaslo
BC • Susan Steffner & John Kristensen, Whaletown BC • Juliette
& Rick Laing, Salt Spring Island BC • James Leslie, Hornby Island
BC • Mike Major, Victoria BC • James Martin, Comox BC • Fred
McMechan, Williams Lake BC • David Moulton, New Westminster
BC • Susan & Doc Paynter, Salt Spring Island BC • David Pinel,
Courtenay BC • Robert Pulsford, Black Creek BC • Murray Rankin,
Victoria BC • Helen Lee & Michael Redican, Quathiaski Cove BC •
Paul Sanborn, Prince George BC • Penny Sanger, Ottawa ON • John
Shirley, Watford ON • Frances Slaney, Ottawa ON • Art Tkachuk &
family, Nipawin BC • Shelia White, Summerland BC • Jim Whitworth,
Ucluelet BC • Dr. K. J. Williams, Victoria BC • Ray Woolam, Duncan
BC • John & Betty Zaikow, Powell River BC

Patrons ($100 - $199 annual donation)

Jacqueline Ainsworth, Fanny Bay BC • Robert Bach, Barriere BC
• Valerie Barnes-Connell, La Ronge SK • Rosemary & John Baxter,
Courtenay BC • BC Shellfish Growers Assn, Comox BC • Mike &
Arlene Bell, Comox BC • Michael Beulah, Summerland BC • Andrew
& Catherine Black, Comox BC • David Boehm, Gabriola Island BC
• Melanie Boulding, Nanaimo BC • Sherry Loof & Peter Broomhall,
Vancouver BC • Arthur Caldicott, Victoria BC • Jeff Chilton, Tofino
BC • Jim Cooperman, Lee Creek BC • Renate Kroesa & John Dafoe,
Halfmoon Bay BC • Anicca de Trey, Comox BC • Ursula DeShield,
Galiano Island BC • Rick Dobson, Cumberland BC • Susan Clarke
& Alan Dolan, Metchosin BC • G. B. Dryvynsyde, San Francisco CA
• Nick Dudink, Nanaimo BC • Alan & Christina Eastwood, North
Saanich BC • Betty Fairbank, Hornby Island BC • Lyn Farquharson,
Campbell River BC • Don Ferguson, Lethbridge AB • Susan & Harold
Fletcher, Sechelt BC • Harvey Gee, Coldstream BC • Karl Goodwin,
Denman Island BC • Deirdre Gotto & Allan Gallupe, Victoria BC
• Gerald Grappin, Agassiz BC • Alison Graves, Nanaimo BC •
Hennessey Hammocks, Gabriola Island BC • Chris Hilliar, Courtenay
BC • Barb Hourston, Nanaimo BC • David Huntley, Burnaby BC •
Karen Hurley, Victoria BC • Stuart Isto, Powell River BC • Frantisek
Jakoubek, Vancouver BC • Joy Jeffries, Hornby Island BC • Paul
& M. Knepperges, Powell River BC • Ben Livant, Victoria BC • Paul
MacGillivray, Mission BC • Hannah & Robert Main, Powell River BC
• Lillian Martin, Harrison Hotsprings BC • Robert Mathews, Chase
BC • Dave McCandless, Aldergrove BC • Lisa Pierce & Heather
McLean, Denman Island BC • Mary Mitchell, Squamish BC • Gail
& David Morton, Port Alberni BC • David Morwood, Courtenay
BC • May Murray, North Vancouver BC • Peter Ommundsen,
Salt Spring Island BC • Maggie Paquet, Port Alberni BC • Victor
Prochaska, Vancouver BC • Nina Raginsky, Salt Spring Island BC •
Mary Richardson, Athabasca AB • Norman Riggs, Powell River BC
• Bill Weaver & Shivon Robinsong, Victoria BC • Peter Rowlands,
Newmarket ON • June Ryder, Vancouver BC • Olga Schwartzkoff,
Vancouver BC • Paul Senez, Kirkland QC • Margaret Sigurgeirson,
Hornby Island BC • Helen Spiegelman, Vancouver BC • David &
Maria Squance, Victoria BC • Keiko & Allan Stewart, Hagensborg BC
• Robert Thompson, Vancouver BC • George & Heather Waddell,
Sechelt BC • Eileen Wttewaall, Salt Spring Island BC

A big Thank You to all those listed, to our monthly
donors, the bundle donors, those who wish to
remain anonymous, and the many who add a little
extra to their subscription.
Friends of Cortes Island sponsors public education
features about sustainable living for Georgia Strait and
the Islands. To receive a tax receipt, for your donation
ONLY, make your donation to FOCI and mail to:

Watershed Sentinel,
P.O. Box 1270, Comox BC
Canada V9M 7Z8
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Nature and Shared Benefits in the Salish Sea

their former numbers through the fur trade, whaling, predator culls, and live capture for the aquarium trade. Slow
reproductive rates and energetic investment in single offspring make marine mammals vulnerable to these types of
exploitation, resulting in lengthy recovery times after significant population reductions. While some marine mammals of the Salish Sea are slowly recovering, the future is
uncertain for others. Iconic species, such as resident killer
whales, show little sign of recovery. The Salish Sea provides habitat to more than 170 species of marine and coastal
birds that are either year-round residents or use the Pacific
Flyway, a critical migratory route that links South America to the high Arctic. There are 23 federally recognized
at-risk bird species in the Salish Sea. Long-term monitoring shows substantial declines, with unknown causes, in
many other species. The Salish Sea is also home to ecologically important migratory and resident finfish. These fish
(including salmon, herring, eulachon, other smelts, sand
lance, groundfish, and rockfish) play key roles in marine
food webs both as juveniles and adults, making substantial contributions to the diets of bigger fish and other animals. Salmon and herring, for example, provide vital links
between the top and bottom of the marine food web, and
further connect the marine food web with coastlines, forests, and terrestrial wildlife. As with birds and mammals,
adverse human impacts have pushed many Salish Sea fish
populations to a fraction of their former numbers.

Excerpted from a report by Misty MacDuffee for the
Raincoast Conservation Foundation

S

urrounded by three mountain ranges, a diverse
coastline and cradling hundreds of islands between British Columbia and Washington State, the
Salish Sea is an area of outstanding natural beauty.
These lands and waters are the traditional territories of rich
indigenous cultures, as they were for thousands of years.
They are also now home to eight million residents, largely
within the regions of Victoria, Vancouver, and Seattle.
A Changing Landscape

Over the last century, many plants and animals of the
Salish Sea have undergone irrevocable shifts in their range
and numbers. In some places, depletion is turning a once
abundant ecosystem into a fragile home for rare, threatened, and endangered species. The natural ports and harbours that once supported local economies are transitioning to international hubs for trade, including the export of
hydrocarbon-based fuels. Kinder Morgan’s Trans Mountain
Expansion is the largest of these proposals. Shipping diluted bitumen to markets via the Salish Sea requires a tripling
of pipeline and oil tanker capacity, with up to 475 annual
tanker transits. Such shipping significantly increases collision risks. Currently, southern Vancouver Island carries
Canada’s greatest oil spill risk. Studies show that Canada is
unprepared for a large oil spill, and importantly, that limited capacity is not designed to respond to spills of diluted
bitumen. Although a large oil spill would be disastrous,
small, chronic spills can contribute more oil to the marine
environment than catastrophic spills, and can have longterm ecological consequences.

Between the Tides
The Salish Sea has some 7,000 kilometres of shoreline, from rocky slopes and kelp forests to soft sediment
and eelgrass beds. Each site may contain dozens of algae,
invertebrate, and fish species, totaling thousands of species
throughout the region. Many of these species are a vital resource for marine and terrestrial wildlife and form part of a
food web that links fish, birds, and marine mammals across
thousands of kilometres of the northeast Pacific Ocean.

Marine Life of the Salish Sea
The coastal and oceanographic features of the Salish
Sea facilitate a rich food web for thousands of animal species. More than a dozen different marine mammals routinely feed, breed, rest, overwinter, or migrate through these
waters. Before the mid 1970s, humans reduced most of the
Salish Sea marine mammals populations to a fraction of
Watershed Sentinel
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Our Threatened Coast

What is an Ecosystem Worth?
The biodiversity of this region underpins vital ecological benefits on land and in the ocean.
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These ecological “goods and services” provide residents of the region with essential health, social, cultural,
and economic benefits. Hundreds of thousands of the region’s residents kayak, sail, fish, watch wildlife, walk
beaches, and engage in a multitude of other ways of experiencing the surrounding ocean. Enabling these activities drives a tourism industry of growing importance to the
regional economy. On the Canadian side of the Salish Sea,
nature-based tourism is a multi-billion dollar industry that
generates over 20,000 person years of employment per year.
In the US, the Puget Sound region supports 88,000 tourism
related jobs and generates US$3 billion in spending.
Our long-term human wellbeing and economic health
depend on the integrity and resilience of ecosystems. With
a cultural presence of more than 10,000 years, the indigenous communities of the Salish Sea region have unique
socio-cultural links and values. Strong and enduring First
Nations cultures, inextricably linked to place, exist despite
decades of cultural repression and European contact that
decimated indigenous populations. First Nations values
illustrate a connection to place born of a different world
view – one that remains at the core of efforts to protect our
coastal environment.

spills and from underwater noise generated by ships. Their
conclusions are fraught with an unacceptable degree of uncertainty, are not supported by the scientific literature, and
often not supported by their own information.
The Choice is Ours
Failure to reconcile ecology and commerce has been a
hallmark of domestic and international policy for decades,
because a fundamental conflict exists between economic
growth and conservation. As the economy grows, natural
capital (such as forests, riverbanks, soil, and water) is reallocated from wildlife habitat to the human economy. Yet,
there is hope. Although several Salish Sea species are in
decline, others are returning in historic numbers. Awareness is increasing of our expanding “human footprint” and
its effect on ecological processes, and the inextricable link
between our own fate and that of the natural world.
A rising tide of public, business, and indigenous concerns relating to the shipping of tar sands oil recognize that
the Salish Sea is a marvel of natural features and processes
that support a remarkable diversity of life, including our
own. It is priceless and irreplaceable, a worth immeasurable in monetary terms. Solutions to our energy problems
are everywhere if we make the collective choice to implement them. Opening more doors to these solutions begins
with saying “no” to converting the Salish Sea to an energy
corridor for hydrocarbon extraction.
t

The Game of Risk

Photo by Sue B.

Coastal habitats are some of the most intensively used
and threatened natural systems on the planet. The Salish
Sea is no exception. From headwaters to deep waters,
the fragmentation and destruction of
habitat by human activity has rippled
The Salish Sea is a marvel of natural features
through and reduced fish, bird, and marine mammal populations. Kinder Morand processes that support a remarkable
gan’s proposal, along with other import
diversity of life, including our own.
and export expansion plans, come at a
time when climate change and cumulative human impacts already strain
wildlife populations and ecosystems in
the Salish Sea, potentially pushing the
natural environment beyond the point
of rescue. This threatened biodiversity
is the foundation of ecological values,
ecosystem benefits, goods and services, and the nature-based economy of
the Salish Sea. Kinder Morgan’s Trans
Mountain application to ship diluted
bitumen through the Salish Sea fails to
convey the project’s inherent and cumulative risk to wildlife and coastlines.
These risks come primarily from oil
Watershed Sentinel
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A Millwatch Special Report
From
Reach for Unbleached!
www.rfu.org

DFO

Libraries
W

by Joyce Nelson

Photo by Moyan Brenn

hat was lost, and what was saved?
Those are questions that remain now
that seven Department of Fisheries
& Oceans (DFO) libraries across the
country have been closed, with their holdings “culled”
and “consolidated” into two primary library sites on the
west and east coasts – the Institute of Ocean Sciences in
Sidney, BC and the Bedford Institute of Oceanography
in Dartmouth, NS – and two storage facilities in Sydney,
NS and Ottawa to hold coast guard documents.
For many observers, any confidence in the process
was lost in June 2013 when Radio-Canada images went
viral showing thousands of DFO books and reports,
from Quebec’s Maurice-Lamontagne Institute, tossed
into a dumpster.
So, what was lost and what was saved, especially
from “grey literature” – technical reports, ongoing studies, daily logs, diaries, newsletters, manuscripts, conference proceedings, etc?
“I don’t have any specifics that I can give you,” Dr.
John Reynolds, biology professor at Simon Fraser University, told me by email. “The people who really know,
work for DFO and they have been afraid to go public.”
He added: “With the change of government and comments about lifting the muzzle [on federal scientists],
perhaps you’ll have better luck.”
But I could find no currently employed DFO scientists willing to “go public” on this issue. Even the librarians’ union (part of Public Service Alliance Canada) did
not respond to requests for information and interviews.
What we do know is that, pre-consolidation, the
DFO had 660,000 printed documents (books and grey
literature) in its 11 libraries as of autumn 2012. A January 27, 2014 House of Commons Order Paper (Q-110)
shows the number of items retained from six of the seven closed libraries (see sidebar, pg. 26).
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table organization. As a result, I no longer have access to
DFO’s online literature and can only access what is available to the general public,” adding that “A lot of literature
that was produced from the ELA program (especially in the
early years) was published in government Technical Reports. Only a fraction of these are available online and this
material is effectively lost to the public … DFO has made
claims that it is digitizing the entire collection of Technical
Reports, but I personally don’t have a lot of confidence that
this will happen.”

Chaotic Process

Jeffrey Irwin, national vice-president of the Union of
Environment Workers, told me by email that New Brunswick’s St. Andrews Biological Station (SABS) library,
which had recently undergone a $4 million refurbishment,
now “sits virtually empty and is used for gatherings and as
a boardroom with extreme vaulted ceilings.”
The SABS collection was “just boxed up and shipped
off to the Bedford Institute of Oceanography [in Dartmouth] and subsequently placed in storage, as there does
Digitization?
not exist the funds required to digitize the information and
store it electronically,” he told me.
On February 18, 2014 the Canadian Library AssoDr. Michael Rennie (now a professor at Lakehead Uniciation (CLA) expressed concerns about the DFO’s digiversity) was a DFO scientist during the closure of Wintization process. Noting that digitization is “a long-term,
nipeg’s Eric Marshall Aquatic Research Library – one of
labour-intensive process,” the CLA stated that it “has rethe world’s top libraries for freshwater aquatic research. In
ceived no assurances” that such a process is in place; “on
a phone interview, he called the process “chaotic.” There
the contrary, CLA has seen
were “shelves and shelves
official documentation indiof books and many boxes of
materials and they basically Many DFO scientists, librarians, and at cating there is no long-term
said ‘take what you want.’ ” least 200,000 library “items” are gone digital strategy in place in
many departments, including
They hadn’t finished packing
the DFO.”
“the off-limits stuff,” so peoDr. Paterson told me, “Before I left DFO, I made every
ple were even taking that, he told me. “Even the stuff they
attempt to make copies of all of the ELA grey literature,
thought they were retaining probably got taken.”
but I was unable to obtain it all, especially the longer reRennie added, “There wasn’t even a librarian on site
ports, which could constitute several hundred pages. (I simmanaging the process,” because her job had been cut.
ply lacked the time to sit at the copy machine for hours.)”
News reports mentioned holdings thrown in a dumpHe added, “These reports are important archival material
ster, while a private Manitoba company, North/South Conand will become increasingly important as ELA’s corporate
sultants, loaded up a flat-bed truck with print materials.
memory declines. Only a few of the original ELA scientists
“I’m not sure if they [DFO] know what they have lost
are still working at the facility and most are now retired.”
or saved,” Dr. Rennie told me. “Everything was sort of
Dr. Paterson said, “I don’t know the fate of all of the
rushed. Now there’s just a big empty space in the building.”
[Eric Marshall] collection, but, at best, it is now dispersed
When asked why the process was rushed, Dr. Rennie
across Canada.”
said, “The timelines were consistent with the need to cut
$100 million over three years from DFO. That certainly was
39 Per Cent
not long enough for consolidating a library like the Eric
Marshall,” which held at least 200,000 print items in its colI contacted the Institute of Ocean Sciences (IOS) in
lection.
Sidney, BC, to try to find out what happened to the pulp
That collection was the research library for DFO’s
and paper mill effluent monitoring reports that had been
world-renowned Experimental Lakes Area (ELA), saved
conducted by DFO for decades, many of which had been
by funding from Manitoba and Ontario. The ELA is now
submitted in written format as recently as 2012.
part of the International Institute for Sustainable DevelopMy email (containing a few preliminary questions and
ment (IISD).
asking to do an interview) was apparently forwarded to OtDr. Michael Paterson is one of only eight scientists who
tawa, where it was answered by Carole Saindon, DFO senstill work at the ELA. I asked him if the closure of the Eric
ior advisor for Media Relations.
Marshall Library has had any affects on ELA research.
Saindon explained that the “unique collections from
Paterson responded by email that because ELA was
transferred to the IISD, “we are now a not-for-profit chariContinued on Page 26
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DFO Libraries continued

tion (Q-238), then DFO Minister Shea stated quite clearly:
“Documents that are not required to support the mandate of
the Department are no longer available in the DFO libraries.”
Her statement implies that the culling of the libraries’ holdings was done on the basis of the DFO mandate
– which most scientists agree was changed in June 2012
under omnibus budget Bill C-38. That bill gutted and rewrote the Fisheries Act (along with many other pieces of
environmental legislation).
More than 600 aquatic scientists opposed the changes
to the Fisheries Act.
In an article for Marine Pollution Bulletin (June 15,
2014), scientist Peter G. Wells noted: “Internal government
documents and the recent letter from the Minister of Fisheries and Oceans [to NDP MPs Chisolm and Stewart] indicate
that one-third of the [DFO] collections (200,000 items) have
been ‘culled’ or recycled in a ‘green’ fashion (Shea, 2014a),
including many duplicates and some materials on subjects
considered outside the new departmental mandate, e.g.,
toxic chemicals, environmental chemistry and toxicology,
and aquatic habitat management.”
Those are the scientific areas crucial to pulp mill and
oil/gas industry pollution. As Reach for Unbleached’s 2002
Pulp Pollution Primer noted: “In laboratory tests, mill effluent causes reproductive impairment in zooplankton, invertebrates (both these are food for fish) and shellfish, and
genetic damage and immune system reactions in fish.”
In his 2015 book, Kill the Messenger, Mark Bourrie
wrote: “Once the Harper government had scientists under
its control” through muzzling and firing, “it went after their

the Nanaimo, Vancouver and Winnipeg branches” were
sent to the IOS, thereby tripling its collection from “33,867
items” to “110,015 items.” Saindon stated that there had
been “no culling of the IOS library collection to make way
for material from other libraries” because an “additional
3,000 linear feet of space was made available,” but “not in a
publicly accessible area of the Institute.”
Saindon did not answer my subsequent question about
whether those added “items” included grey literature. Nor
was my request to interview someone at the IOS granted.
Professor Tom Duck of Dalhousie University has been
assessing the overall damage done to libraries closed in
more than 16 federal departments. His October 7, 2015 blog
posting stated that for the DFO libraries, “The numbers
suggest that about 39 per cent of DFO materials from the
closed libraries are lost.”
That figure is higher than the estimate provided by former DFO Minister Gail Shea in a 2014 letter to NDP MPs
Robert Chisholm and Kennedy Stewart, where she stated
that the “estimated percentage of withdrawn items at this
time is 30 per cent, or 200,000 items.” (Duck explains that
“withdrawn” is “Harper government newspeak for ‘thrown
in the trash.’ ”)
So if 39 per cent of materials from the closed DFO libraries was thrown out, on what basis was the culling made?
Criteria?
In early 2014, Quebec MP Stephane Dion attempted to
find out what criteria were used to determine materials retained for digitization. In answer to his Order Paper Ques-

Number of items from the library’s collection retained for
consolidation in another library

Are You a Saver?

St. Andrews Biological Station, St. Andrews, NB

33,587

Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Centre, St. John’s, NL

22,721

Pacific Biological Station, Nanaimo, BC

20,506

Pacific Region Headquarters Library, Vancouver, BC

16,730

Eric Marshall Aquatic Research Library, Winnipeg, MB

38,699

Maurice Lamontagne Institute Library, Mont-Joli, QC

0*

Mere Juliette Library, Gulf Fisheries Centre, Moncton, NB

25,897

*As the Maurice Lamontagne Institute Library has not yet closed, no publications have
yet been sent to another regional library.
Source: House of Commons Order Paper Q-110, January 27, 2014.
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Reach for Unbleached has
scanned and posted the
historical record of dioxin
and furan sampling of fish
near pulp mills in British Columbia. The lab test results contain
hundreds of tests on individual
fish samples, with location, from
the early 1990s. They are available at www.millwatch.ca/library/
If you have or know of other
such valuable information, Reach
for Unbleached will undertake to
scan and post the information for
future use.
Summer 2016
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Scaling Up the Fisheries Act

West Coast Environmental Law has released
a briefing paper, “Scaling Up the Fisheries Act,” on
what is needed to fix and improve the Act. First and
foremost is restoration of habitat protection, especially
for all fish which are crucial to fish the First Nations
depend on. “The need for a modern Fisheries Act with
comprehensive habitat protection is imperative in an
era of declining freshwater and marine fisheries health.
Loss of fish habitat has historically been a chief cause
in fisheries decline: to take one startling example, in
the lower Fraser River watershed, approximately 90%
of the fish habitat was lost during the 20th century.”
WCEL also calls for re-establishment of sections
32, 35 and 36 authorizations as environmental assessment triggers and restoration of the policy goals of
“Net Gain” and “No Net Loss” of habitat. They also
focus on modernizations such as an acknowledgement
of indigenous rights, co-management, consultation,
and limitation of ministerial discretion through guidance by sustainability principles.
—www.wcel.org/

research libraries.” But in the case of the DFO, it seems
there was another important step, which has largely gone
unnoticed in press coverage about the library closures.
The HADD Section
When we look at the timeline, it becomes clear.
In 2012, the Harper government axed hundreds of DFO
scientists’ jobs and discontinued important programs including Habitat Management, and Ocean Contaminants &
Marine Toxicology. In that same year – and before closing
the DFO libraries in 2013 – the Harper government passed
Bill C-38, which gutted the Fisheries Act and amended
what’s known as “the HADD section” of the Act that prohibited the “harmful alteration or disruption or the destruction of fish habitat.”
Those HADD regulations govern a wide range of industrial activities. In the 2012 rewrite of the Fisheries Act,
the HADD section was changed to prohibit only “serious
harm to fish that are part of a commercial, recreational or
aboriginal fishery, or to fish that support such a fishery.”
This raises the question of sublethal toxicity.
I asked Dr. Jules Blais, a biology professor in the Program for Chemical & Environmental Toxicology at the University of Ottawa about this. In 2012, Dr. Blais was President of the Society of Canadian Limnologists, representing
aquatic scientists across Canada. He was one of the leaders
in the scientists’ opposition to Harper’s war on science.
Dr. Blais answered by email: “When ‘serious harm’
is defined as ‘death of fish,’ then only bodies washing up
on shore are considered as evidence of harm. Sublethal effects such as reduced growth, development or reproduction,
which can have disastrous impacts on fish populations, are
no longer considered under the [Fisheries] Act.”
No wonder more than 600 aquatic scientists protested
the 2012 changes.
As Dr. Wells wrote in his Marine Pollution Bulletin
article, “A new government might one day restore these
[DFO] responsibilities” for aquatic toxicology and habitat
protection, but because of the culling and consolidation of
the libraries, “this information would be gone or be widely
distributed, limiting access.”
Environment Canada, which was also affected by Bill
C-38, lost six of its libraries in 2010-2011, before the bill
was passed.

For instance, Dr. Dick Beamish, a retired DFO scientist who still has an office at the Pacific Biological Station
in Nanaimo (where only the library was closed), disagreed
strongly during a phone interview in which I mentioned
those points. “I doubt that very much,” he stated, adding,
“protecting wild fish is still part of their [DFO] mandate.”
So I asked Dr. Jules Blais the following question: If
you change the Fisheries Act, does that, by definition,
change the DFO mandate? He answered that Bill C-38 “reduced the core mandate to a very significant extent. They
really gutted habitat protection so their mandate has been
greatly diminished.”
He added, “They had just dramatically rewritten their
mandate” in 2012, “so the question of what they threw away
[from the libraries] is a good one.”
Many DFO scientists, librarians, and at least 200,000
library “items” are gone, but one thing can immediately be
reinstated.
PM Justin Trudeau’s “Mandate Letter” to former Fisheries Minister Hunter Tootoo listed “top priorities,” including: “Work with the Minister of Transport to review the
previous government’s changes to the Fisheries and Navigable Waters Protection Acts, restore lost protections, and
incorporate modern safeguards.” Others want the government to go even further.
Otherwise, the Fisheries Act won’t be fully protecting
wild fish.
t
Joyce Nelson is an award-winning freelance writer/researcher and the author of five books.

Top Priorities
Not all scientists agree that the DFO mandate was
significantly altered, or that the library culling could have
been done on the basis of a changed mandate.
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On the Pacific coast,
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a newcomer quickly learns
that the word “fish” in
conversation really only
applies to one species —
salmon. And so it seems
appropriate to start this
special feature on fish
(of all kinds) with a nod
to the venerable Tyee.
We also take a look
at the ins and outs of
Individual Transferable
Quotas or Catch Shares,
the meaning of fish (ah,
salmon) farm certification,
herring science, and some
examples of First Nations
fisheries management.
We end with a salute to
the endless work done by
thousands of volunteer
streamkeepers, like those
at the Salmon River in
Langley BC.
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by Quentin Dodd
Club rules. That, sad to say, is very much a thing of the
past. These days, 50, 60, and even 70 traditional clinkerbuilt rowboats can go out on the tide in the Tyee Pool immediately south of the mouth of the Campbell River, and
return home with not a single chinook of any size taken
among them. And almost as many so-called “undersized”
(under 30 lbs, that is) may be taken in the Pool as qualifying fish – despite knowledgeable and experienced catchers
taking the oars.
It’s the oars that are correctly the centre of the celebration and the celebrity of the club. They impart such a beautiful sense of peace and accord to the fishery – especially
on a calm, reddish-pink-tinged summer evening in the Pool
– that it’s impossible to describe and can only be discovered
through experience in its depth and tug on the heart.
Many fish get away, even from experienced anglers,
but it only takes one qualifying fish to hook the new member on the fishery for life. For most it’s hard to achieve, and
lots of hooked fish get away because of the Federal Fisheries
Department’s barbless hook rule for chinook. But there are
those lucky anglers who go out perhaps once or twice and
find themselves the proud possessor of a qualifying fighting
Tyee taken under club rules.
What they will never forget is the patient rowing up
and down, with the guide hoping as much as the rod-holder
that they’ll get “a really big one.” It happened to 13-year
club president Mike Gage being rowed by his son Richard
on August 11, 2013. Gage’s long-held dream came true and
he hauled in a 63.5-pounder – the first time anyone in the
club had landed a 60-pounder in 30 years. The fish set the
bar high for the club for the rest of the season and eventually brought Gage that year’s Tyee Man Trophy (available to
women just as much as men).
Maybe it could happen to you – with the aid of a good
guide of course.
t
Quentin Dodd is a 38-year resident of Campbell River
who writes extensively about the environment and is a former 13-year director of the Tyee Club.

Most anglers on Canada’s west coast tend to be pretty
competitive, and to this day there are plenty of people in
Campbell River, BC who contend that it is still the “salmon
capital of the world” – not least because five species of Pacific salmon pass by or return there to spawn.
But to many sports fishers the king (or Chinook)
salmon is the very pinnacle or monarch of that realm – and
many “monarchists” who claim the Salmon Capital title for
Campbell River are members of the Tyee Club of BC.
The word “Tyee” means “chief, king, or champion”
in the Nuu-chah-nulth language. But applied to a Chinook
salmon weighing 30 lbs or more, it is a fish the pursuit of
which has been many Campbell Riverites’ raison d’etre
now for several decades – no matter what their chances are
of success on any particular tide during the short club season from July 15 to September 15.
The odds, to be honest, are not in your favour.
But talking about the club’s fairly small annual catch
of registerable Chinook gives not even a “tip of the hat” to
how the historical sporting club (now more than 90 years
old) has grown and developed in the last 50-60 years.
The club fishery still has to be done in the old, traditional way, from craft that are propelled by human energy
alone, while fishing (with an artificial lure and single, barbless hook) in the Tyee Pool – a limited area of Discovery
Passage between Campbell River and Quadra Island. Any
motors that are used to reach the main fishing area of the
Tyee Pool have to be stopped and tilted, to show vigilant
eyes you truly aren’t being powered through the water –
which can be quite choppy and fast-moving – by anything
except muscle-power.
Any guide (a term that, under club rules, can be applied to the most neophyte of rowers) worth his or her salt
knows that it’s foolhardy to take a guest out without first
having the line tested at the clubhouse on the Tyee Spit.
Club rules call for you to catch that 30-pounder (and up)
on a 20-pound test line or less. So, if it lifts a test weight at
the clubhouse without breaking, it’s disqualified, and if it
breaks, it passes. The weighmaster can call for a line-test
on any fish he’s about to book in, and will likely do so if it’s
about to take the lead for one of the club trophies – for the
biggest fish, for instance.
All over the place in Campbell River you can see pictures of large numbers of really big fish taken under Tyee
Watershed Sentinel
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From Catch Share to Sharecropper
Individual Transferable Quotas
EcoTrust briefing, excerpted by Claire Gilmore
Riding a surge of popularity since the 1980s, catch
shares are in effect in 500 fisheries in 40 countries. In recent years, however, many of the earliest catch share systems have begun to show their age, developing serious
problems with major repercussions for small-scale fishermen and fishing communities.
Individual transferable quotas (ITQs) and other forms
of catch shares first became popular as a management tool
for Canadian fisheries in the 1990s. Since then, as they have
been used in more and more fisheries, BC – where more
than half of the commercial fisheries are managed under
catch shares – has been held up as proof that the system
works.
But does it?

Supply and Demand
Under DFO regulations, quota can be bought and sold
by anyone – including people and corporations that do not
fish – on the open market. But because fisheries managers
raise and lower the TAC to balance economic and cultural
interests with the need to protect fish stocks, these TACs
are often unstable.
Supply and demand have driven prices ever higher,
trapping fishermen trying to stay in business. An example
is the halibut fishery, where ITQs were introduced in 1991.
In 2008, when DFO assessed the potential impacts of reducing the commercial TAC, they predicted that even with
a further-limited commercial fishery, the price of halibut
quota would soon level out and begin to decline. Instead,
the price of halibut quota has nearly doubled – from $38 per
pound to more than $71 just five years later.
In-season changes are just as tough: if a fisherman
catches more fish than his quota covers, he must quickly
secure access to additional quota or risk penalties – making
him more susceptible to price inflation or predatory lending.

Competitive Fisheries vs Catch Shares
Almost every BC fishery is subject to a Total Allowable Catch (TAC), a maximum harvest that is set using scientific data. TACs limit fishing operations, ensuring that
enough fish are left each season to reproduce and maintain
population levels.
In competitive fisheries, all licence holders enjoy the
same access. DFO sets a fleet wide TAC, and all licence
holders compete for fish until that TAC is reached. The
fishery then closes to prevent overfishing.
Under catch shares, each TAC is divided into individual quotas. Fishermen may only catch as much fish as their
quota allows. If they want to fish more or if they catch more
than their quota, they need to find more quota to cover that
catch.

The Money Pit
A common catch share myth suggests that quotas reduce capitalization in fisheries by allowing even the most
poorly-equipped boats to compete with vessels sporting the
latest and greatest gear. To some extent that’s true; the race
to buy the best vessels has indeed diminished. But in its
place has come competition over access, where fishermen
must sink their money into ever-increasing quota purchase
and lease prices.
The large gap between costs and earnings places a
huge burden on small-scale fishermen looking to maintain
or expand their ability to fish – and it’s downright prohibi-

Where do fishermen go if they can’t
afford to buy licences or quota?
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tive for the next generation looking to start their careers.
So where do fishermen go if they can’t afford to buy
licences or quota?
They lease. Many retired fishermen who were gifted
quota in the initial switchover to catch shares have kept
their quota to lease to new fishermen or processors. Corporations and processors with deep pockets have also purchased quota in order to re-lease to fishermen.
Leasing places a major burden on crews and skippers,
turning fishermen into sharecroppers on their own boats.
And it can carry additional financial risk: many fish companies lease their quota to fishermen under the condition
that the fishermen sell them any fish they catch – at prices
set by the company. This turns fishermen into “price takers,” removing their ability to negotiate prices or take advantage of market spikes.

Shrinking Fleets, Shuttered Communities
As quota is consolidated into fewer hands and commercial fishing becomes financially untenable for many
fishermen, the number of vessels that can afford to participate in the fishery declines.
When fishermen retire or move out of the industry,
they often sell their vessels, licences, and quota. Some have
been bought back by DFO for redistribution to First Nations; others have been sold to the highest bidder.
Various forms of commercial fishing have supported
BC’s coastal communities for thousands of years. But with
licences and quota being bought up by fish companies
and deep-pocketed individuals, that revenue stream is being lost. Reduced access to fish has led to loss of fisheries infrastructure, further shrinking both local fleets and
communities. Today just about every fishing community is
experiencing declining populations, increased unemployment, and shuttered storefronts.
This loss of local industry hits rural coastal communities hard. According to BC Stats, every thousand dollars
that fishermen spend in their home communities generates
$1,490 of local income, $550 in local GDP, and $130 in government tax revenues. For every million dollars spent, 3.69
local jobs are created.
Despite the apparently gloomy outlook for BC’s commercial fisheries, there remains a great deal of hope among
fishermen and fishing communities – and rightfully so:
• Fishing is one of BC’s most environmentally sustainable resource-based industries
• There is high consumer demand for seafood
• Fishing supports regional food security
• Commercial fishing is vital to economies in coastal communities
We must ask ourselves how commercial fishing’s $300
million in annual landed value should be distributed. Will
there be a thriving small boat fleet or will we settle for a
few massive vessels? What place will fishermen and coastal communities will hold in BC’s future?

Safety at Sea
Fishermen are entrepreneurs, running small businesses on the sea. As with any small business, there are
many costs to consider. When lease prices climb, fishermen
spend their money on lease fees rather than maintenance,
food, and insurance. Fluctuating seafood prices, fuel prices, foreign exchange rates, mid-season closures, and other
factors can throw a serious wrench in the already-delicate
works. Because the flow of income only begins when a fish
is landed at the dock, it is the fisherman who assumes all of
the financial risk.
Under a catch share system, what little income was
once earned by crew members is now required for quota.
Forced to cut costs, a fisherman faces hard choices about
the amount of money he can afford to spend insuring and
maintaining his boat and gear. No small wonder that the
incidence of injuries and fatalities at sea has more than doubled in the last 20 years.
Catch shares are frequently touted for their contributions to safety because they prevent the “race for fish” that
can send desperate crews into bad weather, hoping to catch
fish before a fishery closes. In a dangerous twist, however,
catch shares are now causing poorly maintained vessels
to venture out into rough conditions to take advantage of
fleeting spikes in market prices.
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Of Lice and Fish

BC Salmon Farming and Aquaculture
Stewardship Certification
by Karen Wristen
BC salmon farms began applying for certification under the Aquaculture Stewardship Certification programme
late in 2014. To date, only a handful of farms have been
certified but the stated goal of the industry is to have 80%
certified by 2020. It’s time for a closer look at what certification really means for this industry, in our waters.
Living Oceans Society was at the table for the Salmon
Aquaculture Dialogue, yet another attempt to work with
salmon farmers to improve practices in the water, for the
protection of wild salmon. We helped to shape the standards that now apply to Aquaculture Stewardship Certification (ASC) although, at the end of the Dialogue, we had to
disagree: the global standards that were developed did not,
we felt, provide as much protection for BC’s wild salmon as
we would have wished. It is worthy of note that BC is the
only farming jurisdiction in the world with commercially
viable wild salmon sharing the water (and hence, the pathogens and parasites) with farmed Atlantics.
Watershed Sentinel

Certification Criteria
The ASC Salmon Standard is spelled out in a number
of criteria against which an individual farm is audited by
an independent audit body. In the case of BC, only a single audit firm, SAI Global, is currently providing audits.
SAI Global conducts a site visit, reviews the farm’s history
and management practices and then prepares a report for
stakeholder comment, before submitting its recommendation to ASC with respect to certification. The certification is
granted by the Aquaculture Stewardship Council on the auditor’s recommendation. Stakeholders wishing to challenge
a certification appeal first to SAI itself; if no satisfaction is
obtained, an appeal can be taken to Accreditation Services
International, the body that certifies audit firms.
Living Oceans has closely reviewed every audit conducted on BC farms to date and has found evidence of noncompliance with the Salmon Standard and with prescribed
audit practices in each of them. Our appeals have culminat32
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ed in the suspension of the first certificate granted, to Mafor out-migration during the past two years. A close look
rine Harvest’s Marsh Bay farm; others are still in progress.
at what’s going on reveals the unintended negative conseProminent among the non-compliance issues has been
quences for wild salmon of ASC certification.
a problem with sea lice that shows signs of being completeMonday Rock in Quatsino Sound exceeded the PAR
ly out of control in 2015/2016, compared with earlier years.
trigger in 2015 from February through May, effectively all
Timely use of chemical therapeutants has the potential to
but one month of the sensitive period. Chemical treatment
keep sea lice numbers at or below the threshold imposed by
was used twice: SLICE in April 2015 and hydrogen peroxthe Pacific Aquaculture Regulation (PAR), which is three
ide in July. In 2016, February levels again surpassed the
motile lice per fish during the sensitive period for wild
3-motile threshold but chemical treatment was not applied.
salmonid out-migration (March through June). In both of
Lice levels were permitted to rise throughout the sensitive
the last two seasons, some farms have
period, reaching a staggering 19.68
seen lice levels rise as high as 40 total
before the decision was taken to harBC is the only farming
lice per fish despite chemical treatvest the farm. Why would the farm
ment with both SLICE (emamectin jurisdiction in the world with not have treated the fish again?
benzoate) and hydrogen peroxide.
The answer may be that multiple
commercially viable wild
The most recent farm to be certichemical treatments encourage the
salmon sharing the water.
fied, Marine Harvest’s Monday Rock
development of drug resistance, but
(Quatsino Sound), was reporting lice
other factors may explain the reluclevels of 19.68 motile lice per fish just days before its certance to treat as well. For example, one of the ASC criteria
tificate was issued. The current ASC standard for lice is 0.1
relates to the use of parasiticides and therapeutants.
adult female lice per fish.
Applicants for certification are given a score based
So, how does a farm experiencing a lice load levels of
on the number of uses of these chemicals during a single
magnitude above the Salmon Standard get certified? First,
production cycle – at 2 treatments, Monday Rock passes
it applies through its auditor for a Variation to the standard,
the test; add another SLICE treatment and they’d have been
which is granted by ASC on the recommendation of the auover the limit. And of course, if they were expecting to be
ditor. SAI Global has apparently relied on a report prepared
certified, it was in Marine Harvest’s economic interests to
for the BC Salmon Farmers’ Association detailing the reakeep Monday Rock’s fish in the water until the certification
sons why the ASC Standard can’t be met.
came through and they could be sold into the ASC chain of
Apparently, farmers are concerned that, with only two
custody system that attracts market premium.
chemicals in the arsenal, lice will become resistant to SLICE
Meanwhile, two years in a row, Quatsino Sound’s outif it is used often enough to control lice to ASC standards.
migrating juvenile fish were subjected to lice abundances
If the Variation simply stopped at permitting certification
that have never been recorded in that Sound before, as all
when farms were compliant with local regulations and their
four farms located there were experiencing similar outlicence conditions, this might seem reasonable. But farms
breaks. We should note that Marine Harvest did take some
now certified on the BC coast have wildly exceeded even
steps to reduce lice abundance in the Sound by harvesting
those higher thresholds during much of the sensitive period
from a farm nearby Monday Rock; but that didn’t work and
lice levels continued to increase.
There is no doubt that louse control is an international
problem with no good answer – except to get salmon netpens out of the ocean. Resistance to all therapeutants continues to grow, while damage to non-target organisms is a
continual risk.
The answer of the salmon farmers is to raise the thresholds, approve new drugs, and change the ASC therapeutant
use criterion so that farms can still be certified. What value
they expect the public to see in certifications granted in
such circumstances remains a mystery.
t
Karen Wristen is executive director of Living Oceans
Society, a non-profit ocean conservation organization based
in Sointula, BC.
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Herring

Q&A
Biological implications of herring fisheries

by Doug Hay

Four rhetorical questions and answers concerning herring stocks

Many fisheries generate controversy – including the BC herring
fishery. Concerns vary in substance, severity, alleged causes and recommended remedies
– but rarely are issues articulated from a biological
perspective. This article considers some biological aspects
of the controversies. Here are four topics that frequently are
stated or implied.

1. Do herring, like salmon, ‘home’ precisely to
natal spawning locations?
Natal homing must involve “imprinting” – or memorization of the location where parental fish spawned. If fish
do not imprint they cannot home: “memory” is learned, not
inherited. Salmon detect and memorize certain key chemical constituents of water in their natal streams, which they
recognize by smell (olfaction). This is well established. The
developmental stage of salmonid imprinting (embryos in
pre-hatch eggs, hatched alevins, parr, smolts, etc.) is still
under investigation, and this may vary among species and/
or locations.
How does this apply to herring? Herring eggs and larvae are much smaller (by 10-100 times), and the duration
of all their early life stages, when imprinting may occur,
is much shorter. Further, nearshore coastal habitats where
herring spawn are dynamic, subject to tides and winds that
are continuously changing water masses. Even if the imprinting process in herring were biologically identical to
that of salmon, their spawning habitats are different.
Once hatched, planktonic herring larvae may drift
widely, by many kilometres in a day. Therefore, in general,
marine coastal habitats would not provide the same opportunities for olfactory imprinting on the natal area that occur in freshwater habitats. This is not to say that olfactory
imprinting does not occur – rather if it does occur it probably is less geographically precise than that of most salmon
species. An exception to this may be herring that spawn at
the heads of inlets or fjords that are fed by coastal streams.
In such instances the olfactory signal from freshwater in-

1. Herring, like salmon, “home” to spawn in the areas where they were spawned;
2. Herring, like salmon, consist mainly of numerous
small, distinct stocks or populations;
3. Herring stocks are depleted relative to historic levels;
4. Herring stock depletion is due to overfishing.
Common to each topic are assumptions about the nature of herring stocks – what they are, how they persist in
space and time, and their genetic composition. The subject
is complex, not fully resolved in the scientific literature,
and still under active investigation. Until the last decade,
research in BC has been at the forefront of these topics. Genetic analysis of BC herring, started in the 1990s and published in 2008, was one of the largest investigations of its
kind in the world. Subsequently, other substantial studies
on Pacific herring in the US (Washington State and Alaska)
have generally corroborated the BC studies. New technological developments in genetic analyses show promise of
further insight, but to date, none has increased understanding of BC herring stocks. Below I pose some questions and
answers on some key topics.
Watershed Sentinel
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put may be transmitted well into coastal waters, perhaps for
many kilometres.
Herring research in BC has conducted some of the
largest herring tagging investigations in the world, beginning in the 1930s and continuing, in various forms, until the
last decade. These studies show that some herring move a
lot – and in some regions, some herring stay put. In short,
if one were to ask: do herring home back to the Salish Sea,
the answer would be an emphatic yes. Do they home back
to different locations within the Salish Sea? The response to
this is less emphatic and must be qualified.

A once large, but late-spawning and genetically distinct, population spawn in northern Puget Sound, at Cherry
Point, Washington. The status of this population was examined by the US National Marine Fisheries Service in 2006
under the Endangered Species Act – but after a detailed review, the conclusion was that while the population was “discrete” it was not exceptionally different than other herring
in other parts of the Salish Sea. The recommendation was
to not list this population as endangered – i.e. that it was not
at risk of extinction. The purpose of mentioning this is not
to endorse or refute their decision but rather point out that
this independent group of federal US scientists, who had no
The response to question 1 is yes: there is evidence
direct management involvement with State-managed herof homing by herring to different regions of the BC coast.
ring, chose a course that, in many ways, is much less senLess clear is the geographical size of the “natal” areas to
sitive to issues of geographical stock structure than is the
which, based on tagging data, herring home. The figure besystem presently used by DFO.
low shows estimates of natal homing in herring that were
A more difficult biological question concerns the detagged and recovered in subsequent years on or close to
gree to which the migratory herring are differentiated into
spawning areas during spawning
different populations. Migratory
periods. When the level of homherring move out of an area like the
Ideally the herring roe fishery
ing precision or fidelity is based
Strait of Georgia and then return to
should be conducted in a way
on large geographic areas such as
spawn in the same general areas
that does not reduce the spatial in which they were spawned. For
one of the five major coastal redistribution of herring.
gions (Georgia Strait, West Coast
instance, are herring that spawn
Vancouver Island, Central Coast,
in the Lambert Channel part of the
Haida Gwaii, North Coast) the estimated level of homing
same biological and “demographic” stock as those herring
fidelity is high. If the same approach is used to estimate
that spawn in other parts of the Strait? From a strict genetic
fidelity to smaller geographical groups (Statistical Areas or
perspective there is no evidence of differentiation among
Sections), the estimate of homing fidelity decreases as the
herring that comprise the main groups of fish that are tarsize of the areas decreases, with much lower fidelity to Stagets of fisheries. There is increasing recognition, however,
tistical Areas (30 on the BC coast) or smaller herring Secthat within these large groups there may be other forms of
tions (about 100 on the BC coast) or Locations (more than
biological variation that may be recognized as sub-popula1000). See Figure page 37.
tions with varying degrees of “connectivity” or exchange
of individuals among the groups. This is an area of active
2. Do BC herring consist of numerous, small
fisheries investigation for herring and other species.
herring stocks or populations?
The answer to question 2 is, in part, yes: there are a
There is general agreement from all quarters that there
number of small populations. But there also are large popare a number of different populations in BC that vary in
ulations, which occur in areas like the east coast of Vansize and genetic composition. The contentious issues concouver Island and Chatham Sound. There are some coastal
cern the number, size and geographic distribution of putaherring populations that are genetically distinct and that are
tive populations. This much is certain: in BC, from Juan de
adapted to local environments. A vital point, however, is
Fuca Strait to Dixon Entrance, there are some genetically
that no genetically distinct populations occur within any of
distinct, late-spawning populations. In Haida Gwaii, genetthe areas subject to roe fisheries.
ically distinct herring populations occur in Masset Inlet and
another in Skidegate. There are others on the mainland side:
3. Are present herring stocks depleted relative
the Douglas Channel/Gardner Canal and Burke Channel,
to historic levels?
near Bella Coola (but not all have been examined genetically). There is no argument about the distinct status of these
A series of workshops and reports from the UBC Fishpopulations, which are not subject to commercial fisheries.
Continued on Page 36
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Herring continued

Spawning abundance has declined in some areas where
roe fisheries have occurred, especially parts of the west
eries Centre in 1998 and 2004 considered some of these
coast of Vancouver Island and Haida Gwaii. In contrast,
issues. It is certain that the Strait of Georgia has undergone
spawning abundance has increased in other areas with roe
significant ecological change in the last several hundred
fisheries, such as Chatham Sound and Lambert Channel
years. Some marine species that once were present have
areas. The Strait of Georgia, which has had the most ineither disappeared or declined significantly. Has herring
tense roe fisheries, has generally had the highest estimates
abundance declined accordingly? Clearly there will be unof spawning biomass observed since record-keeping began
certainty, but several points can be raised. One is that within late 1920s.
in the last 100 years the abundance of herring in the Strait
A different question might also be posed: have roe
of Georgia has fluctuated, although less so than in some
fisheries eliminated spawning in some local areas? Some
other parts of the coast. In the last two decades herring
observers feel that roe fisheries in the 1970s and 1980s reabundance in the Strait has reached unprecedented high
sulted in cessation of spawning in locations such as Ganges
levels, but herring have declined in some local areas. The
Harbour or the Powell River area. Records of catches and
most recent reports from DFO indicate that herring spawnspawn exist for nearly all areas of the BC coast and can
ing biomass in 2015 was close to
be examined at relatively small
historical high levels, although
Migratory herring move out of geographical units called Secspawning biomass in other artions, of which there are about
eas on the coast, especially the an area like the Strait of Georgia 100 on the BC coast.
west coast of Vancouver Island,
There are many areas
and then return to spawn in the
was low.
where no fisheries have ever ocOne of the most striking same general areas in which they curred, and some of these show
changes in Strait of Georgia
that spawning has both started
were spawned.
herring is a change in spawning
and stopped in the past. There
distribution. In general there has been a decline in spawning
are two sections, Section 152 in the Powell River area and
on the mainland (eastern side) and an increase in spawning
Section 181 called Swanson Channel, which includes Ganon the western side. Most areas with declines have never
ges Harbour, where there were controversial roe fisheries in
had roe fisheries, and areas with increases in spawning
the 1970s or 1980s. These fisheries were followed by a dehave generally been the sites of the largest roe fisheries.
cline in spawning that many commentators attributed to the
The roe fishery catches fish on the spawning grounds so it
removal of spawning herring by the fishery. The declines in
is very unlikely that it intercepts fish destined to spawn in
these areas occurred several years after the fisheries, and
other locations.
there has been spawning in these areas, sometimes considerable, in many of the subsequent years.
The answer to question three is yes and no. In some
There are a number of Sections where roe fisheries
areas, especially the west coast of Vancouver Island, herhave occurred almost every year for several decades with
ring abundance is relatively low, but in other areas, such as
no indication of any decline in abundance associated with
the east coast of Vancouver Island, the abundance is close
the roe fishery. On the contrary, the spawning biomass on
to historical highs.
the east coast of Vancouver Island, where most roe fisheries
have occurred, has reached record highs in the last decade.
4. In areas where herring have declined, is the
Ideally the herring roe fishery should be conducted in a
cause of the decline overfishing?
way that does not reduce the spatial distribution of herring.
Within the Strait of Georgia the spatial distribution of herThere clearly was serious overfishing, coast-wide,
ring has declined in areas where no fisheries have ever ocof herring during the reduction fishery (1940s to the late
curred but has increased in others (between Nanaimo and
1960s). The spawning biomass was reduced to a point
Comox) where roe fisheries have concentrated for most of
where it could not provide sufficient offspring to sustain the
the last three decades.
population, and spawning biomass plummeted in all areas.
Is there evidence of overfishing in the roe-fishery era?
In summary, herring abundance has increased in some
In part, this question must be examined at different geoSections and decreased in others, including some that have
graphical levels.
never had fisheries.
Watershed Sentinel
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5. Are there other explanations for changes in
herring?
The direction of the
arrows indicates approximate changes in
herring distribution
and abundance in the
last two decades in
the Strait of Georgia.
The areas where herring have increased
support the main herring roe fisheries in
Strait of Georgia.

The BC coastal environment is changing. Physical
changes in coastal waters include changes in temperature,
pH, and in timing and volume of river-discharge. In the
last few decades herring size-at-age has decreased, in areas both with and without fisheries. In the last five years,
this trend has reversed in all areas. Concurrently we see increasing changes associated with residential and industrial
development.
Other biota has changed. Coho and chinook salmon
have declined in the last few decades, as have several species of forage fish (surf smelts, fall-spawning capelin, eulachon). Concurrently harbour seals have increased substantially – to the point where there is more than one seal per
100 meters of shoreline in the Strait of Georgia. Energyrich herring are prime prey species for seals. Seal predation
may be important in explaining the decline of herring on
the mainland side of Strait of Georgia. Humpback whales,
which are prodigious predators of herring in Prince William Sound, have increased in recent years and may present
new challenges to continuation of herring abundance in
some areas. Similarly, grey whales are fond of fresh herring
eggs and could impact herring in some areas. The Pacific

hake and sardine, both of which are subject to natural, longterm fluctuations, may be formidable competitors of herring in offshore waters, and hake also may prey on herring.
The consuming preoccupation with alleged or presumed deleterious impacts of the fishery, even if valid, has
caused all of us to overlook the impacts of climate change
and especially the continuous and egregious impacts of industrial pollution, shoreline disruption and inadequate sewage
Homing precision of tagged herring at different geographical scales
treatment and discharge. It is my
view that, within the Salish Sea,
such impacts can explain much
of the change in herring distribution and we ignore such change
at our peril.
t
After gaining his PhD in
fish ecology at UBC, Doug Hay
worked at universities and the
Pacific Biological Station (Nanaimo) 1977-2005 where he is now
a scientist emeritus, writing research reports/books on herring
and eulachon.
Fidelity rate: Proportion of recovered tags applied in a given area that were recovered in subsequent years in the same area. (1.0=All; 0.0=None)
Data points: Fidelity rate for a particular geographic area.
Line: Average fidelity rate at a particular geographical scale.
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Compiled by Delores Broten
Tla’amin Nation Stops
Herring Roe Fishery
In March, the Tla’amin First Nation sent a band council resolution to
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
(DFO) that it will take action to halt
any commercial herring roe fishery
in its traditional territory near Powell
River. “If the decision of Fisheries and
Oceans Canada is to proceed with the
commercial herring fishery, Tla’amin
Nation will take steps to restrain the
mismanagement of the fishery,” the
resolution reads.
DFO’s Integrated Fisheries Management Plan supports a commercial
harvest in the Strait of Georgia.
Last year, the Haida First Nation
won an injunction in Federal Court to
stop a planned herring roe fishery in
its territory. The ruling noted the DFO
had failed to properly consult the Haida in their planning process.
—Vancouver Sun, March 2, 2016
Heiltsuk, Commercial
Fishermen Work Together
Following decades of tension,
Fisheries and Oceans Canada signed
the final component of the 2016
Heiltsuk-DFO Herring Joint Management Plan with the Heiltsuk Nation in
March.
The plan sees DFO acquiescing
to a number of Heiltsuk priorities –
including prohibiting a night fishery,
no setting on schools smaller than
1,000 tons, and more. At the centre
of the debate was whether or not the
herring stocks had returned in sufficient quantities to handle a harvest
this year.
Watershed Sentinel

After meetings with DFO
reached an impasse at the last minute,
the Heiltsuk Nation worked with the
commercial fishermen late into the
night to reach a compromise. When
the commercial fleet agreed to verify
sufficient quantities of fish were in
the area before dropping their nets,
and the Kitasoo/Xai’Xais Nation
gave their blessing, the Heiltsuk informed DFO that they would approve
an opening of a partial seine fishery.
Commercial fishermen were permitted to catch up to 107 tons of herring
from East Higgins, half of their total
allotment.
After soundings showed sufficient biomass in the area, Heiltsuk
and Kitasoo/Xai’Xais authorized the
fishery to remain open for the remainder of the 215 ton quota.
—Heiltsuk Tribal Council,
March 27, 2016
GM Salmon on Your Plate?
Health Canada and the Canadian
Food Inspection Agency have approved a genetically modified (GM)
salmon – the AquAdvantage Salmon
developed by Massachusetts-based
AquaBounty Technologies – for sale
as food in Canada.
The fish grows twice as fast as
conventional farmed Atlantic salmon
because of the addition of genes from
a Chinook salmon and the ocean pout
eel. It is the first genetically modified
food animal to be approved for sale in
Canada.
More than 60 grocery store
chains have made commitments to not
sell the GM salmon, including Costco,
Safeway, Kroger, Target, Trader Joe’s,
Whole Foods, and Aldi.
—www.cbc.ca and www.foe.org,
May 19, 2016
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Salmon Disease
Prompts Postponement
of Appeal
In May 2016, DFO asked for a
five-month adjournment on a Harper-era Federal Court of Appeal case
that aims to overturn a May 2015
Federal Court ruling. That ruling,
won by biologist Alexandra Morton,
required DFO to uphold the Fisheries Act and not allow the transfer of
diseased Atlantic fish into netted
pens in the Pacific Ocean.
DFO's lawyer informed the
federal appeals court that “new information relating to matters raised
on the appeals has come to DFO's
attention.” That “new information”
turned out to be the Strategic Salmon Health Initiative’s announcement in May 2016 that it had found
Heart and Skeletal Muscle Inflammation (HSMI) in farmed Atlantic
salmon from one BC fish farm in
Johnstone Strait between 2013 and
2014. HSMI first emerged in Norwegian fish farms around 1999 and
now accounts for 150 costly disease
outbreaks a year in Norway with
significant mortality.
Until now, HSMI had not been
detected in BC fish farms or wild
fish, although Piscine Reovirus
(PRV), the virus associated with
the disease, has become common.
According to the Journal of Fish
Diseases, approximately 80 per
cent of farmed fish now test positive for PRV, along with an increasing number of wild fish. Norwegian
pathologists and veterinarians commonly describe it as the central virus associated with HSMI disease
in Norway's fish farms.
—thetyee.ca, May 23, 2016
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Stream Keeping
Habitat Restoration on the Salmon River
gram for Species at Risk and PSF’s Community Salmon
Program, respectively.
Because the river flows extensively through private
property, land care practices among residents in the watershed play a large role in determining the future habitat
quality of the river. Through this project, LEPS aims to
educate property owners on basic stream stewardship and
land care techniques to provide the skills required to maintain the sites long after the project is over.
This restoration project is taking place over two years,
with five sites being restored each year. With 4,000 square
metres cleared of invasive plants and 5,000 total native
plants being planted on ten sites over two years, LEPS aims
to make a significant impact in improving the health of the
Salmon River.
t
Anyone interested in volunteering to participate in invasive plant removal or planting, please contact the project
coordinator at 604-546-0347 or conservation@leps.bc.ca.

From Langley Environmental Partners Newsletter,
March 2016
The Salmon River flows through many private properties in rural Langley. With a total length of 120 kilometres, the Salmon River is the largest watershed in Langley,
draining a rainfall catchment area of approximately 1,510
km. The Salmon River is also the largest salmonid-bearing
stream in Langley. Coho, cutthroat trout, steelhead and at
least 12 other fish species, including the rare and endangered Salish Sucker, make their home in the Salmon River.
The watershed has been identified as a priority area due to
the concentrations of species at risk found here.
The quality and quantity of habitat in some areas of
the watershed have been negatively affected by improper
farming practices, land development and habitat loss. A
primary concern is increased surface water nutrients, and
improving land use practices and enhancing riparian areas
provides an important solution. Restoring and protecting
riparian vegetation along areas of the Salmon River, and
encouraging stewardship amongst private landowners and
the general public, are identified as key components in the
National Endangered Species Recovery Strategy for the
Salish Sucker.
Langley Environmental Partners Society (LEPS) has
implemented restoration work along the Salmon River in
order to improve habitat for salmonids and the SARA (Species At Risk Act)-listed Salish Sucker, Oregon Spotted Frog,
Oregon Forest Snail and the Pacific Water Shrew. The federal government and the Pacific Salmon Foundation (PSF)
are providing funding from the Habitat Stewardship Pro-

Stream Stewardship in BC

Photo by PSkF

Over the past few
decades, thousands of British
Columbians have
volunteered and
formed streamkeeping organizations to protect and
enhance their local
watersheds, wetlands, and streams.
In May 1995, the
Pacific Streamkeepers Federation
(PSkF) was initiated
at a Community
Involvement Workshop held in Williams Lake, British Columbia, attended by more than 300 stream
restoration volunteers from BC and the Yukon. You
can download the Streamkeepers Handbook and
Modules and view member organizations throughout the province by location on the PSkF’s website
(www.pskf.ca).
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Currently
Jumbo
Updates from the Movement to Keep Jumbo Wild

by Rowena Eloise
The Jumbo Glacier Resort, originally proposed in 1991
to be developed in the Jumbo valley in the East Kootenay
region of BC, has been opposed by local communities and
First Nations for 25 years. Below is the latest news on the
movement to protect the Jumbo Valley from development,
submitted by Rowena Eloise for the Kootenay Coalition for
Jumbo Wild.

development was erroneous. That decision determined that
they did not receive their permanent certificate.
Ecojustice, part of the Jumbo Wild team, has asked the
BC government how the cancellation of the Environmental
Certificate for the resort proponents will affect tenures like
“license of agreement,” etc.
So far neither the federal nor the provincial governments have made known in any way their decisions regarding the above.
The current word about Jumbo Wild, the movie, is that
it is being shown widely and internationally, with thousands
of signatures on the petition. The on-the-ground results of
all this far-flung interest is that the Jumbo Valley saw many
more back country recreationalists, mainly skiers, this winter.
To add your signature to the online petition (which has
over 50,000 signatures and is aiming for 75,000 by the fall)
go to www.keepitwild.ca, scroll to the bottom, and click
“sign the petition.”
t

The Ktunaxa First Nation has petitioned the Supreme
Court of Canada for a Judicial Review requesting that no resort development will occur in their sacred place, Qat’muk.
This is an appeal, as the BC Supreme Court previously
decided the proposed Jumbo Glacier resort development
would not impact the area negatively. The federal court has
agreed to take the case.
The proponents of the resort development have petitioned the BC Courts for a Judicial Review, claiming that
BC Minister of Environment Mary Polak’s October 4, 2014
decision that no “substantial start” had been made on the
Watershed Sentinel
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Lemon Creek

Spill
Will Justice Be Served?

by Claire Gilmore
The case against the company
that spilled 33,000 litres of jet fuel into
Lemon Creek in the Slocan Valley,
BC, during a firefighting operation in
the summer of 2013, is now awaiting
a decision on whether charges will be
laid or stayed.
In the fall of 2014, local resident
Marilyn Burgoon brought a private
prosecution against both Executive
Flight Centre and the BC Government
under the Fisheries Act. In January
2016, the federal government took
over the prosecution, sparing Burgoon
from having to raise tens of thousands
of dollars in legal fees.
Burgoon has stated she is “cautiously optimistic” that the case will
proceed with charges being laid, in
spite of the fact that on the rare occasions that the government does take
over a private prosecution, they sometimes simply drop the charges.
In a letter to Otto Langer dated
April 25, 2016, the Public Prosecution Service of Canada stated “Investigators have now submitted a report
to Crown Counsel to be reviewed by
the Public Prosecution Service for
the purpose of determining whether
charges should be laid in this case.”
Langer, a renowned fisheries biologist and director of the Marine
Watershed Sentinel

Conservation Program for the David
Suzuki Foundation, states, “Environment Canada has certainly missed the
boat in the 45 years they have been
in existence. It was the father, Pierre
Trudeau that created Environment
Canada in about 1970 and in October
1971 he gave them Section 33 of the
Fisheries Act. Over the years, they
have fumbled the ball on almost every
opportunity they have had to enforce
that key bit of Canadian environmental protection legislation.
“The spill literally wiped out all
life in the stream for several kilometres including invertebrates, fish,
birds and mammals. When I inspected the stream three months after the
spill … signs of jet fuel could be seen
under the rocks in the stream, in the
detrital matter along the stream and a
sheen of jet fuel was evident flowing
along the banks of Lemon Creek.”
Burgoon states, “This was an obvious violation of the Fisheries Act.
The Section 36 pollution violation
occurred when a tanker truck, sent
to supply forest fire fighting helicopters with jet fuel, got lost along the
Slocan River highway, went up an
abandoned trail along Lemon Creek
and rolled over and spilled its contents
of some 30,000 litres of jet fuel into
Lemon Creek. The spill then flowed
into the Slocan River and down into
41

the Kootenay River, also fish-bearing
streams.”
Lilina Lysenko, Counsel for
Marilyn Burgoon, spoke to Federal
Prosecutor Todd Gerhart and reports,
“Mr. Gerhart confirmed that the file
has been sent to his office for charge
approval but indicated that a decision
has not yet been made. He couldn’t
give me an idea with respect to timeline, but the first limitation period is
at the end of July 2016, so we may not
have a decision until then.”
Burgoon says “the toxic jet fuel
spill in 2013 heightened our community’s awareness of how much we love
and appreciate the local waterways
and that we want justice for Lemon
Creek … Many supporters have written to the public prosecutor requesting
that charges be laid. The court room
was filled on January 25 when the
Public Prosecution Service of Canada
intervened in the case and it was noted
by the judge that this was a case with
large public interest.”
You can add your voice to those
urging the government to carry the
prosecution forward by going to defendbc.ca and clicking on the petition
titled “Demand Justice for Lemon
Creek,” or by sending an email directly to prosecutor Todd Gerhart:
todd.gerhart@ppsc-sppc.gc.ca
t
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Nestlé’s

Thirst

for Water

Photo by Ryan Wilson

An insatiable quest for profits raises questions about
ownership of a dwindling resource

by Donna McCaw
Nestlé Waters Canada, a subsidiary of Swiss based multinational
Nestlé S.A., has just applied for a tenyear permit to take water from their
site at Aberfoyle near Guelph, Ontario. It also has a permit pending to
take water from the possible purchase
of the Middlebrook well beside the
Grand River, just outside the neighbouring village of Elora.
This is not just a local issue. The
water hunters are active worldwide.
Look at the Vittel, Perrier, and San
Pellegrino containers and you will see
that they are now Nestlé brands along
with Gerber, “the water specially developed for babies.” They presently
have 52 brands of water across the
world.
Watershed Sentinel

Nestlé has a strong motivation
to mine more and more water – with
the average price of a half-litre bottle
at roughly $1.25, profit margins are
enormous. During the last two decades, Nestlé’s bottled water sales in
North America have increased tenfold
from US $400 million to $4 billion.
Water is the new oil and gold.
We need protection for watersheds provincially, federally, and
internationally. This extends from
the basic permit to take water to international trade policies. Wellington
County in Ontario is a microcosm of
an international water crisis that is
unfolding now.
Too many Canadians think that
we have unlimited water, and this is
just not the case. Water is fundamental for survival, recreation, industry,
and agriculture. Water can sicken
entire communities as it did in Walkerton, Ontario in 2000. In a typical
month, there are more than a thousand
community drinking water advisories
in Canada. Water is vulnerable and
needs policy protection and public engagement.
Profits Before People
The current permit in Aberfoyle
allows Nestlé to take 2,500 litres of
42

water per minute from the Grand River watershed. The application in Elora
is for 1.6 million litres per day (1,300
litres per minute.) They would pay the
government $3.71 per million litres or
under $6 per day for the Elora site, and
that can generate millions in profit.
Elora citizens pay $2,140 per million
litres for their water use, which is also
about 1.6 million litres each day. Also
in Wellington County, Nestlé’s permit
in Hillsburg allows 773 litres a minute
or 1.113 million litres per day.
In Hope, BC, they take 265 million litres per year, paying $2.25 per
million litres for the permit, even less
than in Ontario. They are paying for
a permit to take water and not for
the water itself because water is not
a commodity owned by the governments. If it were owned, it would be
governed by trade agreements and
open to legal challenges.
Wellington Water Watchers, a
non-profit group that acts as a groundwater watchdog, and SaveOurWater,
a coalition of concerned Elora area
residents, are opposing this looming
threat to the local water supply. The
population of this area is projected to
double in the near future.
There are bottling plants in Aberfoyle, Ontario and Hope, BC. The
citizens of Hope through the WaterSummer 2016
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Wealth Project have opposed the permit there as well.
Wellington Water Watchers and
the Council of Canadians have been
ringing the alarm bell on commercial
water taking for some time. They also
oppose consumptive permits that remove water from watersheds. They
have declared opposition to the tenyear permit application for Aberfoyle.
Maude Barlow, Chair of the Council
of Canadians, visited Centre Wellington last October to speak in support of
SaveOurWater and the local Council
of Canadians group.
We need the political will to say
no to consumptive, commercial water
bottling, as the water leaves the watershed altogether and generates millions of plastic water bottles that then
end up in land fill sites or the oceans.
With climate change and bigger populations threatening water sources, this
exporting of a natural resource appears to be insane.
The Race to Sell
The two provinces with the
weakest protections against commercial water taking are BC and Ontario.
Nestlé has access to 75 springs in 40
locations across North America. Local citizens often protest this use of
water and battles have been waging
for years in some locations, like Cascade Locks, Oregon.
James Etienne of the Grand River
Conservation Authority says the area
“has been flagged as a longer-term
drought concern.” He confirms that,
“The main communities – Guelph and
Waterloo Region – are all groundwater fed.”
Ontario Minister of Environment and Climate Change Glen Murray has also called for a Tier 3 Water
Budgeting study for Centre Wellington because of the risk factors for
drought. The Council of Canadians
Watershed Sentinel

and Wellington Water Watchers challenged Nestlé at the Environment
Review Tribunal concerning their
refusal to agree to stop pumping in
times of drought at the Hillsburg site.
Nestlé has continued pumping during
drought conditions in California, BC,
Florida, and Oregon.
Tim Brown, the chief executive
of Nestlé Waters North America, has
been quoted saying, “We will always
be looking for springs, because water
is finite. We’ll always be on the lookout for it, all around the world. And
we will never sell a spring.”
At the heart of these conflicts lie
fundamental questions about ownership of a decreasing resource. A study
of aquifers led by Tom Gleeson of the
University of Victoria concluded that
they regenerate at about 6 per cent
every 50 years. Water takes a great
deal of time to replenish if it does at
all. It is a finite resource and necessary for life – worldwide shortages
are crises for millions
of people and animals
Oregon
and crops.

SaveOurWater is asking for a
three-year moratorium on new water
permits so that the science can be done
and legislation can catch up with the
reality of commercial water hunters.
We have no federal level legislation in
place and the provincial legislation is
out of date to protect groundwater that
is not part of a municipal system.
t
Donna McCaw is a long time resident of Elora, a member of Saveourwater.ca, and author of It’s Your Time,
a book on retirement readiness.
For More Information: wellingtonwaterwatchers.ca and saveourwater.ca Contact the Minister of the Environment and Climate Change, the
Honourable Glen Murray (gmurray.
mpp.co@liberal.ola.org), and Ontario
Premier Kathleen Wynne (premier@
ontario.ca) to add your voice about
permits to take water and water security.

People Power Rejects
Nestlé Water-Grab

What Do We Do?
Nestlé’s Middlebrook well purchase is
conditional on a pump
test and data analysis
and on the water permit being granted by
the provincial Ministry of Environment
and Climate Change.
The comments on the
Ontario Environmental Bill of Rights need
to be weighed and
considered. First Nations groups have also
sought engagement
by the government on
this site. These take
time.
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by Andrea Germanos
In May, voters in Hood River County, Oregon banned
commercial bottled water production, stopping a sevenyear-long effort by Swiss transnational Nestlé to sell over
100 million gallons of water a year from the Columbia
River Gorge.
Though opponents of the proposed plant in Cascade
Locks in Hood River County were vastly outspent, the
measure passed roughly 69 per cent to 31 per cent.
According to Julia DeGraw, an organizer for national watchdog organization Food and Water Watch, which
helped lead the opposition, voters were very aware of the
risks of putting corporate control over the precious resource, despite the purported 50 jobs the plant would provide the job-scarce town.
As the Guardian reported ahead of the vote, some
residents said politicians did not hold full public hearings,
accepted trips from Nestlé to California, and presented
negotiations between Nestlé and the state authorities as a
done deal that was now out of ordinary people’s hands.
—Adapted from www.commondreams.org,
May 18, 2016, (CC 3.0)

Photos by Joe Foy

by Joe Foy
The controversial Site C Dam on
the Peace River in BC has captured
more than a few headlines lately.
But the Peace River has long been
at the forefront of Canada’s story.
~~~
The famous explorer Alexander
Mackenzie ascended the great river
in 1792, and after wintering with his
crew, completed his journey to the
Pacific in 1793, becoming the first
to cross North America, beating the
American Lewis and Clark expedition
by more than a decade.
He never would have succeeded
without help and advice from First
Nations people who guided him along
his way, allowing his crew to avoid
treacherous rapids and find trails that
led to the coast.
Mackenzie’s travels helped to
ensure that the new nation of Canada
would eventually become one of the
world’s largest countries, stretching
from sea to sea to sea. Had Mackenzie not made his journey, this part of
the world might have sported the stars
and stripes instead of the maple leaf.
A century after Mackenzie, the
Cree, Dene and other First Nations
of this northern region entered into
a “numbered treaty” with Canada.
Treaty 8 was signed in 1899 and covers these First Nations’ homelands,
spanning the northern portions of BC,
Alberta and Saskatchewan as well as
portions of southern Northwest Territories – an area bigger than France.
The treaty laid out how the First
Watershed Sentinel

Nations people would be able to hunt
and fish and make their living in their
country as they had before – even as
newcomers immigrated into the territory. According to Canada, the treaty’s promise for fair sharing would
last, “for as long as the sun shines, the
grass grows and the rivers flow.”
However, by 1968 the Peace River had ceased to flow as before, having
been dammed up by the government
of BC for the WAC Bennett hydroelectric project, flooding a massive
area of valley bottom lands, 250 kilometres from north to south and 150
kilometres from east to west.
Moose and other animals were
drowned by the hundreds as the waters rose – but that was only the beginning of the horror. The landscape that
had been so drastically changed by
the flooding now prevented the annual
migrations of the region’s caribou –
and a once mighty herd starved down
to endangered status. Rotting vegetation polluted the water with mercury –
which concentrated in the flesh of fish
that First Nations people depend on as
a food source.
~~~
Over the decades, the governments of BC and Canada allowed
more and more industrial damage in
the Cree, Dene, and other First Nations homelands of the Treaty 8 region.
The tar sands near Fort McMurray, the gas fracking operations
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around Fort Saint John, and another
dam on the Peace River made it harder for First Nations people to live as
they had been promised by Canada in
Treaty 8.
In 2016, clearing of old growth
forest along the banks of the Peace
River has started for the Site C Dam.
If this new dam goes ahead, basically
all of the BC portion of the First Nations’ Peace River Valley will be under dammed up water.
The Treaty 8 communities of
West Moberly and Prophet River are
fighting the Site C Dam project in
court. But court is slow and bulldozers are fast.
Right now Prime Minister
Trudeau could refuse BC’s request for
federal fisheries permits – which are
required to continue the work of damming the Peace.
If there is any hope of living up to
the spirit and intent of Treaty 8, which
was designed to let all live in peace
and dignity in the land of the Peace
River – then Mr. Trudeau must refuse
to issue the permits.
He needs to stop the Site C Dam
now – and in doing so write a new
chapter of the Canadian story – one
based on fair sharing and honour.
t
Joe Foy is the national campaign
director for the Western Canada Wilderness Committee, Canada’s largest
citizen-funded
membership-based
wilderness preservation organization.
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